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Summary
Summary
In Chapter 2 we give a description of an algorithm suggested by Reid 
for studying extensions of a variety C c  P n as a hyperplane section of a 
variety in P n+1.
In Chapter 3 we use this method to study surfaces with numerical 
invariants Pg = 3 and K2 -  4. We find that there are 5 families of such 
surfaces and produce explicitly the canonical ring for a generic member of 
each family. In iHo 11 there is a geometric study of surfaces with these 
invariants.
Proposition (15.2) is an example of an obstruction to the extension 
deformation algorithm which appears in degree 4.
In Chapter 4 we write down some one parameter deformations 
between the families. We conjecture that there are no degenerations,
II -» IIIa or II -> m b. We draw some geometric conclusions, from the 
algebraic descriptions, about the branch locus of surfaces of type in, IIIa 
and HIb as double covers of P 2 [Hoi]. It is also shown that a surface of 
type II is the resolution of a numerical quintic with an elliptic Gorenstein 
singularity of type k -  1.
Introduction
Introduction
A bstract
The aims of this thesis are 2-fold.
We consider the extension-deformation method of Reid in some 
detail. In section 6 we explain its equivalence, as a practical tool of 
calculation, to the cotangent complex as discussed in [LSI. We reproduce 
the calculation of Pinkham [P] and the result of Griffin [G] as expository 
examples of this method.
Secondly, we use this method to analyse surfaces with pg -  3 and 
K 2 = 4. We produce explicitly their canonical rings and use this 
information to draw some conclusions about the geometry of the surfaces 
and their moduli space.
Extension-deform ation Theory
Since the cotangent complex was first introduced many people have 
made use of it to explore the deformation theory of singularities (e.g. [P], 
[Sc] and others). In [LSI Lichtenbaum and Schlessinger explain the 
definitions of the spaces T‘ and their role in producing infinitesimal 
extensions and deformations of rings. More recently Reid suggested a 
method to study extensions of a variety considered as a hyperplane section 
of another variety. This extension-deformation method is equivalent to 
the calculation of T*. Griffin [G] used this method to solve the problem of 
giving an explicit family of numerical quintics, {Xt}, such that
1) Xt is a smooth quintic in IP3, for t ^ 0,
2) Xq is a smooth numerical quintic whose canonical system has a 
single base point.
In Chapters 3 and 4 we use the method to classify surfaces with 
Pg = 3 and K2 ■ 4. In this case, as with the quintics it is possible to find a 
format of the relations in each ring which survives the extension- 
deformation process. This should lead to a good understanding of the 
space of extensions and the moduli space of deformations in each case.
Introduction
In Proposition (15.2) we give an example of an obstruction 
occurring very late in the process. There are two formats for the ring in 
this case which seem only to differ when there are nilpotents in the 
extension. This means that one of the formats may not be present in the 
intermediate stages of the calculation but conditions are imposed which 
force it to return for the final result.
Surfaces o f  General Type
Much work has been done on the problem of describing surfaces 
with small K2 (see for example [R31, ICU, [C21, ICil, iHolJ, [Ho31). In 
particular in [Hoi] there is a geometric description of 3 classes of surfaces 
with pg = 3 and K2 = 4. Horikawa's approach here is predominantly 
geometric in nature. There are two main differences between the results 
here and those in [Hoi]. Due to a mistake on Horikawa's part, surfaces of 
our type II were omitted from his classification. This mistake was 
corrected only in a footnote to [Hoi]. Consequently the notation differs 
and our surfaces of type HI correspond to the Horikawa surfaces of type 
II. Secondly we consider separately surfaces of type m a and HIb which 
are indistinguishable using Horikawa's description of their branch loci 
[Hoi, surfaces of type n.l].
Catanese ([Cl], [C2]) has developed an algebraic approach to the 
study of surfaces with small numerical invariants. The geometric 
interpretation of this method is related to the study of generic projections 
to P 3. Using this method Catanese and Debarre [CD] have studied regular 
surfaces with pg -  1, K2 -  2. The extension-deformation theory of Reid 
has now been applied in several different cases, and gives some hope of 
proving the conjecture that the moduli space is irreducible in the torsion 
zero case of [CD].
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CHAPTER 1 :
Preliminaries.
2. Notation
A curve is a projective variety of dimension 1 over C.
A surface is a projective variety of dimension 2 over <C.
Given a nonsingular surface S, divisors D, D p  D2 on S and the 
corresponding invertible sheaf ©S(D), we write:
DjD2 = intersection number on S. 
h*(D) -  h'«5s (D)) .  dim,. H*<S,Os (D)) and 
X(D) -  X «V D» -  h°(D) -  h>(D) + h2(D).
IDI = the linear system in which D moves, 
r = dim DI = h°(D) -  1 and
for h°(D) £ 1 , we have : S —► IP , the corresponding rational map.
A linear system of degree d and dimension r is denoted by the symbol
*d*
Ks » canonical divisor of S.
e s (Ks ) -
pg * Pg(S) ■ h°(Ks) = geometric genus of S. 
q(S) « h*(Ks ) = irregularity of S.
00
R(SX>) -  R(S,CS(D)) - n®0 H°(S,Os (nD)).
R(S,KS) « canonical ring of S.
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Suppose we have a set of elements {xj e  H°(rKx ) I i = l,...,k}. Then 
we use the notation S"(X|) to mean the set of elements {x[|...x[j e  H°(nrKx ) I
¿ r ,  -  n, i, e
We are interested mostly in surfaces of general type i.e. surfaces S 
such that dim Proj R(S,Ks ) = 2.
For the formal definitions of the theory of the cotangent complex see 
[LSI. Similarly for the theory of weighted projective spaces see [Dl.
3. Facts and formulas
Let S be a nonsingular surface. We recall the following well known 
results, for future reference.
Riemann-Roch Formulas (3.1) (see [BJ)
a) x (°) -  1 -  g + deg(D)
for a divisor D on a nonsingular curve of genus g.
b) X <D )-X «V  + i<D2 - DKS>
for any divisor D on S.
Adjunction Formula (3.2) (see [B])
C^ + CKj - 2g - 2
for an irreducible curve of genus g on S. Notice that 
C2 ■ CKS (mod 2) 
as a useful corollary.
Base Point Free Pencil Trick (3.3) (see [ACGH, p.1261)
Let C be a smooth curve, L an invertible sheaf on C, and F a torsion 
free ©c -module. Suppose that Sj and s 2 are linearly independent sections of
L and denote by V the subspace of H°(C, L) they generate. Then the kernel 
of the cup-product map
V<8>H°(C, F) -* H°(C, FOL)
is isomorphic to H°(C, F®L‘*(B)), where B is the base locus of the pencil 
spanned by s} and s2.
M. Noether's Theorem (3.4) (see [ACGH, p.l 171)
If C is a non-hyperelliptic curve, then the homomorphisms 
Sym* H°(C, K)-.H°(C, <K) 
are suijective for Z ^  1.
The Index Theorem (3.5) (see e.g. [BPVdeV (2.15)1)
Let D and E be divisors with rational coefficients on the algebraic 
surface X. If D2 > 0 and DE = 0 then E2 <, 0 and E2 = 0 if and only if E is 
rationally equivalent to 0.
Bertini's Theorem (3.6) (see e.g. [Ha] HI. 10.9.2)
Let X be a nonsingular variety over an algebraically closed field of 
characteristic 0. Let 5 be a linear system on X with no fixed part. Then the 
general member of 5 can only have singularities at the base points.
The Snake Lemma (3.7) (see e.g. [Co2] p.129)
Let R be a ring and consider the following commutative diagram of 
exact sequences of R-modules:
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A -> A' -» A" 0
4« 40 4T
B -» B' -> B"
Then there is a map, A : ker y -»coker a,such that
ker a  -+ ker [3 -» ker y  -> coker a  -► coker |S -♦ coker y
is exact.
4. Structure theorems for Gorenstein rings 
Definition (4.1)
Let R be a Noetherian ring and M ^ O a  finite R-module. Then we
define
grade M «  inf {i I Ext^(M, A) £ 0}.
This definition extends the geometric concept of codimension for an ideal. 
Definitions (4.2) (see [Ma,p.l42])
An n-dimensional Noetherian local ring R with residue field k  is
Gorenstein if Ext*r (A:, R) = 0 for i /  n and - k for i = n.
A Noetherian ring is Gorenstein if its localisation at every maximal 
ideal is Gorenstein.
For a Gorenstein ring, R and perfect ideal I c  R we have the equality 
grade I = proj dim (R/I).
Let R /I be the canonical ring of a regular surface of general type. 
Then R /I is Gorenstein [GW] and the codimension of the canonical model of 
the surface is equal to the grade of I [BE]. In this section we state the 
structure theorems for ideals o f Gorenstein rings of grade 2 and 3. 
Proposition (4.1) (see [S])
Let I be a grade 2 ideal in R such that R /I is Gorenstein. Then R/I is 
a complete intersection.
□
Before stating the theorem for grade 3 ideals we shall say a few words 
about Pfafflans. It is well-known (e.g. [Coll p.220) that for every (2n)X (2n) 
antisymmetric matrix, M, there can be found Pf(M), a polynomial in the 
entries of M, such that Pf(M)2 « det M. We shall usually be interested in the 
case n -  2 and in this case we have by convention:
Preliminaries
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0 A B C
-A 0 D E
Pf
-B -D 0 F
-C -E -F 0
Proposition (4.2) [BE Theorem 4.2]
-AF + B E -C D .
Let I be a grade 3 ideal in R, such that R/I is Gorenstein. Then I is 
generated by the diagonal Pfaffians of an antisymmetric (2n+l)X(2n+l) 
matrix, M. That is the Pfaffians of the antisymmetric 2nx2n matrices 
formed by removing the ith row and ith column from M, i = l,...,2n+l.
□
5. Canonical Linear Systems
We collect together the results of several theorems concerning surfaces of
general type with given values of pg and Kg into two lemmas relevant to the 
particular surfaces which we study.
Ixmma (5.1)
Let S be a surface of general type with pg -  3 and Kg -  4. Let 
C € IKSI be a general element. Then either
1) K sl has no fixed part, g(C) ■ 5 and deg. base locus £ 2 
or
2) IKSI -  in + E where T has no fixed part and E is a fixed (-2)-
cycle.
Proof
We know that IKSI is not composed of a pencil [Ho 1, XG1. Then let 
Ks -  r  + E, where T is free and E is fixed. By [Ho 2, Lemma 2]
r*  * 2
and by 2-connectedness of K s either E -  0 or
T E £ 2.
Now 4 = K s2 £ T2 + TE ^  2. Therefore either T2 = TE = 2 and 
hence E2 * -2  or, alternatively, T  = K§. We consider these 2 cases 
separately:
1) Ks -  r. By the Adjunction Formula (3.2) g(C) ■ 5. Now deg KSjr  = 4 
and dim K^ipl = 1. If the degree of the base locus of DC5I ^  3 there would be 
a complete linear system of degree £ 1 and dimension -  1. This contradicts 
genus C = 5, and so deg. base locus £ 2 as required.
2) Ks = r  + E. We must show that in is base point free. Considering KS|pl 
we see as before that the degree o f the base locus <- 2 and since deg E|p = 2, 
IT|p|, and hence in, is base point free.
□
Lemma (5.2)
Let S be as above. Then S is in one of the following mutually 
exclusive classes:
l. IKs lisfree.
n. IKSI has one base point.
m . K s I has two distinct base points.
m r  IKSI = in  + E where m  is free and E is a fixed (-2)-cycle. 
E(p = Pj + P2 for distinct points P j and P2.
fflb. Ks -  r  + E where T is free and E is a fixed (-2)-cycle.
Er -2 P .
Proof
From (5.1) we have 2 cases:
1) IKSI has no fixed part and deg. base locus £ 2.
I. deg. base locus -  0 and dCs l is free.
II. deg. base locus -  1 and IKSI has one base point.
Preliminaries
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m . deg. base locus = 2. Suppose IKSI does not have distinct base
points. Then IKS|cl = D + 2P where D is a g |  and 2P is fixed. By the 
Adjunction Formula
2KS|C- K c
and so (e.g. [ACGH], Appendix B) P is a Weierstrass point and I2PI = gj. 
This contradicts 2P being fixed.
2) Ks = T + E where E2 * -2. As pointed out in (5.1) KS|r l has base locus 
of degree 2. This gives cases in a and IHb.
□
Extension-deformation theory
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CHAPTER2:
Extension-Deformation Theory
6. Extension -  Deformation Theory
Let X be a canonically embedded surface of general type, and 
C e Kx l a hyperplane section given by the vanishing of Xq € H°(X, Kx ). If 
we can write down the ring
We split this section into two parts, one explaining the general 
strategy behind the above calculation, and one explaining the practical 
algorithm by which this strategy is carried out in terms of the cotangent 
complex of [LSI. A more satisfactory theory to accompany this essentially 
practical approach is nearing completion and is expected to appear in [R21. 
General Strategy (6.1)
Suppose C and X are as above, and we are given the ring R(C, KX1C>* 
then our aim is to produce the ring R(X, Kx ). Let D -  KX)C, then the 
strategy (due to Reid) is to produce a sequence of families of rings.
{R(C, D)}, {R(2C, D®)}.... {R(nC, D®)), {R(X, Kx ))
where,
R(C, D) ■ C[xj,...,xkl/I,
R(4C. Cb0.*1,....xkl/(I(4). * i ) .
R(X,Kx ) .  «x0.x1....^kl / a <")).
Each RCIC, D<4>) is to depend in a linear way on the one before and
explicitly then we can calculate all possibilities for the ring
Extension-deformation theory
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we have
<RUC. D ^ V O iV )} c  {R(U-1)C,
For example, if C is smooth, in computing R(2C, D ® ) the theory is 
essentially that of Kodaira and Spencer [KS1.
In particular, the ring R(X, Kx ) will be required to satisfy, 
R(C,D)«R(X, Kx )/(xq).
The following proposition goes some way towards describing the generators 
and relations of such a ring.
Proposition (6.1) (compare [R2])
Suppose R -  Clx,,...,xkl/I and R' is such that 
R'Axq) -  R
for some Xq e R' with deg x0 > 0. Then 
R' -  Cix0(...,xk] /r
and:
i) . If xq is a non-zero divisor and I -  (f,,...,fr), where the f, are 
homogeneous, then there are homogeneous F,,...,Fr € I' such that T = 
(Fj,...,Fr) where F, reduces mod Xq to f,.
ii) . With the notation of i); x0 is a non-zerodivisor of R' if and only if
for every syzygy a,: Ufa  ■ 0 € Clx,.....x ^ , there are L, e Ctxo.....xkl such
that Ij: 21-jFj ■ 0 e  G x ^ ...^ )  where Lj reduces mod Xq to lj.
Proof
We proceed by induction on the degree of g e R\ Firstly x0,...,xk
generate because given g € R' we have g mod xQ € Clx,.... xkl so we can
write g -  gQ(x,,...(xk) + XQg', where g' € R', deg g' < deg g. 
i) Consider the commutative diagram:
V
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(xo>nr -►
0
4
r  ->
0
4
I
4 4 4
tto €1x0,...^^  -» C tx ,,. . .^ -> 0
4 4 4
0 -» XqR' -♦ R' R -♦ 0
4 4 4
0 0 0
We see that Y ■+1 is surjective by the Snake Lemma (3.7). Thus for all 
f  € I, homogeneous of degree d, there exists P e l '  and F' e <C[x0,...,xkl such 
that f = F -  XqF' with F homogeneous of degree d.
Choose Fj,...,Fr in this way and let G e I' be any element. Then 
G —+ Djfj with lj € Ctxj,...^^ and thus G -  EljFj € (x^) n  V.
Since Xq is a non-zerodivisor mod I', (xQ) n  I' = XqI' and 
G -  H jF j * x0G' for some G' of lower degree than G in I'. Continuing by 
induction on degree proves i).
ii) Write Fj ■ fj + XQgj and suppose Oj : Hjfj ■ 0. Then
W i «
Since £ 1 ^  e I' and e (xg), x0 a non-zerodivisor implies that a  ¡gj e 
I', and we can write a igi -  anjFj. This gives us ELjFj ■ 0 where
Lj - 1, -Xgm,.
Conversely, if g € C[x0,...jtk] and Xgg -  then Iljfj ■ 0. Thus 
there exists Lj with ILjFj ■ 0, and x„g ■ £(1, -  Lj)F, -  xgZmjFj € 
CUo1—* ^  where Lj -  lj - x omj, therefore g e l .
□
V
This theorem tells us that the generators, relations and syzygies of
Extension-deformation theory
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R' -  R(X, Kx ) occur in the same degrees as those of R = R(C, D). To 
calculate the relations and syzygies explicitly, we observe that given fj e I 
we are looking for
such that fj(*) e <C[x1,...,xkl, and the Fj satisfy syzygies as in Proposition 
(6.1) ii). We get the sequence o f  rings
{R(C, D)}, (R(2C, D ®  )}....{R(nC, D<“>)}, {R(X, Kx )}
by calculating the Fj in stages allowing successively higher powers of Xq. 
Practical Details (6.2)
Proposition (6.2) is to  be found in a more general form in 
[LS, Theorem (4.2.5)]. First we make some definitions to explain the 
terminology found in the diagram (Sj) in the statement of Proposition (6.2). 
Definitions
Suppose we are given
such that R ^  mod x0 is R ^ .
1). Define SR to be the graded <C[x1,...,xkl-module with grading (SRld = 
R ^ d -1 with multiplication defined by
2). Define TR(4) to be the graded C[xo,...,xk]-module with grading [TR (<)ld * 
[R(*)]d and with multiplication defined by
Fj -  f, + TLçf i  + Xofj" + — +  + •••.
r ( »  .  . ¿ g / i
and
R(l) -  d x 0,x1,...,xkl/(I(4),x(5)
fg -  0  for all f, g € SR.
Extension-deformation theory
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4-1 4-1
forai! S  »¿Pj,
[LS, (4.2.5)) gives the following result in ahighly theoretical setting. The 
diagram (B j) in Proposition (6.2) has been taken from [LS, (4.2.5)) and 
rewritten in a more pragmatic notation.
Proposition (6.2)
Suppose that we are given R<') and R*1* as above. Then R(-*+1> exists 
if and only if there exists a degree preserving module homomorphism in 
the diagram (Bj), such that ij'°|3j -  a t '.
The rows of (Eg) are exact. (f,,...,fr) is the free C[xt .... xkl-module
generated by Z is the C[x,.... xk)-module generated by a , .....o, such
that the top row of (Eg) is exact. The maps ig: S-* T  and j j :  T-* R*^ are 
given by
The maps a t  and otg' are defined inductively, indeed they depend on the 
map p4_j in the diagram (Bg_j ).
0 ------»  Z ( f , „ . . , f j } --------w O x , ...... Xk) ----- »  R<»
(Eg)
t r «> r (4) ------- ► R d )
Extension-deformation theory
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Stepl:(R <‘>-»R®).
We have the following diagram:
0----- »  Z —^  ( f ,..... f p ----- «C tx,,...,xk]
(8,)
0----- »  R<>) R(l) Rd)
Here the maps d j ,  ctj' and j are all zero and i is the identity map. 
Thus we must find Pj: (f|,...,fr)-»SR such that deg pjCfj) ■ deg fj -1 and 
ZliPi(fi) = 0 whenever i'(Oj) = Lljf- for some Oj. The zero map is a solution 
here and corresponds to the fact that first order extensions are always 
unobstructed. Hie construction of (3j allows us to define,
where I(2) is generated by F1#...tFr given by Fj ■ fj + XQpjifj).
Let p: (fj,.../r)-> SR be a 'general' such map. That is {p(fj),...,p(ff )} 
are generic polynomials satisfying the required conditions.
Step 2 : (R<2U R<3).
Suppose we have a ring R ®(p) from step 1. That is, we have a map 
P : (f j,.../r) —► SR such that E^PC^) -  0 whenever i'(Oj) ■ L^fj for some Oj. 
P : (fjt...tfr)-* S R can then be lifted to p~ : C[x1,...,xk] where
Lljp^ifj) € 1 whenever i'(Oj) -  Z l^  for some Oj.
Then a 2 : (fj,.../r) TR(2) is given by a 2(fj) -  p(fj). Consider
Oj e (Oj,...,ot), where i'(Oj) -  Lljfj then step 1 has given the expression,
R ® © ,) -« * , , .... xkl / ( I® ,^ ) ,
n 1P 'V i) - i p kfk € i .
Extension-deformation theory
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We define Ct2 (op = and then p2 in the diagram (82) must satisfy:
n ip2(fi) - i p kp<fk) - o .
As in step 1 the constmction of p2 allows us to put 
R(3)(P2> -  CU0.•• ,Xkl/a(3). xg),
where is generated Fj,...,Fr given by Fj * fj + XQpCfj) + xjp2(fj).
If there are no maps P2 making the diagram (82) commute, the 
extension is obstructed. In this case, in trying to construct P2 we are forced 
to put conditions on p, that is we replace P by the most general P j such that 
(82) can be made to commute.
S tepi:(R < 4>-*R<4+1>X
To go from R ^  -» r (-*+1) we repeat the above procedure. The 
example in the next section shows how this algorithm works in a fairly 
simple case and how obstructions occur in the calculations.
It is precisely because of the occurrence of obstructions that
{R(4)/ ( xV  )} is a subset of, not necessarily equal to {R ^-1^}.
7. Pinkham's Example.
In [P. Section 8] Pinkham computes directly the deformations of the 
cone over the rational curve, C4 of degree 4 in IP4, using the theory outlined 
in section 6. In this section we reproduce his calculation, by way of 
example, pointing out the similarities with the later calculations in Chapter 4. 
Example (7.1)
Let C4 c  IP4 be the rational, normal curve defined by:
V
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Xj x3
*3 x4
*4
*5
^  1
where Xj,...,x5 are the coordinates in IP4. 
This yields the 6 equations,
r ,:x ,x 3 -x | ,
r2* xi*4 ■ 
r3: x,x3 -  x2x4,
r4: x2x4 -  x3,
r5* *2*5 “  X3X4'
ri : X3X5 “  x4*
There are 8 syzygies between these 6 relations, namely: 
a t : xtr4 -  x2r2 + x3r, ■ 0,
°2* xtr5 ” x2r3 + x4r i *  0. 
o3: x,r6 -  X3r3 + x4r2 ■ 0,
° 4 : x2r6 ~ x 3r5 +  x4r4 "  °*
Oj : x2r4 -  x 3r2 +  x4r l *  0.
° 6 :x 2r3 - x 3r3 +  x4r l " ° .
° 7 ; x2r6 "  x 4r3 +  x5r2 "  **•
° 8 : x3r6 "  x 4r5 +  x5r4 ■ 0.
Let Rc  -  C(x,.... Xjl/I where I -  (r2.....rs). To write down the first
order extensions we must compute P(rj) i- 1 .....6 such that the syzygies
Oj....o g are lifted in the way prescribed in (6.2). Let us suppose that
Extension-deformation theory
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.... 6-
Then the ideal (notation as in (6.2)) will be generated by
(**)-
r®:ri+J‘<JiaMV-l..*•
where the a^ are subject to restrictions imposed by the syzygies. We shall 
now calculate the effects of these restrictions one syzygy at a time.
First we make some simplifications using changes of coordinates in 
X j,...^ . For example, if we set
x l ' ”  *1 + a I3xO>
then we can rewrite r® with the coefficient of XqXj  equal to 0. In this way 
before we begin our calculation we can make the assumptions that a, 3 -  a42 
* *43 “  *44 “  *63 “  °-
Consider o ,:  x,r4 - x 2r2 + x3r , » 0. We must have
x,P(r4) -  x2p(r2) + XjfKr,) e (r,.... rg),
if P is going to make the diagram (81) commute. That is there exist p , .... p6
E C such that:
x l^*41x l +  *45*5) "  x 2 ^ |  *2jxj 
+  x3<*llx l + *12x2 + *14x4 + *13x5)
‘ P l(x lx3 * x 2> +  P2<x lx4 * x 2X3> +  P3^x lx5 "  x 2X4>
+  P4( x2X4 -  X 3) +  p j ( x 2x ,  -  X jX g) +  p 6( x 3Xj -  X 4).
Since this is an identity in O x ,.... Xj], we can equate coefficients. We find
the following relations hold between the a - .
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a,5 -  0,
«2, - 0,
*23 “  *12’
*24 "  *45’
*25 “  *14'
Similarly, consider the syzygy
° 2 : x l r 5 - x2r 3 +  x 4r l*
As before there must be p lf...,p6 e C (not the same pj,...,p6 as before, of 
course) such that:
*3jxj +  x4(* i ix i +  * 12X2 +  3 14X4)
■ p,(x,*J -  X 2)  + Pî<xlx4 -  * 2*3) + P3<xlx5 ■ x 2*4)
+ P4(x2x4 -  * 3) + P5<*2*5 -  * 3*4) + P6<X3X5 -  x 4)- 
Equating coefficients we can extend the list of relations between the ay with 
those below:
»14 » 0.
»51 » 0.
»52 » *31’
»53 « »32.
»54 + » 1 1 - a 33’
*55 + « 1 2 - a 34’
*35 » 0.
If we treat the syzygy o 3: Xjr6 -  x 3r3 + x4r2 in the same way we get 
the following polynomials for Pfrj) which make the diagram (8 j) commute. 
This is easy, but tedious, to check. Put a t l  -  a, a 12 -  b, a53 -  c, a54 -  d, 
then,
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p(r,) .  ax, + bx2,
P(r2) - ax2 + bx3.
Pfrj) -
-  0,
cx2 + (a+d)x3 + bx4,
Pfrj) -
P<r6> -
cx3 + dx4,
cx4 + dx5.
Thus we have computed the rings which correspond to first order 
deformations of the rational, normal quartic in IP4. They depend on 4 free 
parameters, a, b, c and d.
To find the space of second order deformations we again consider the 
syzygies one at a time and find (32: (rj,...,r6)-> Rc  which makes the diagram 
(B2) commute. For example, reconsider the syzygy and suppose that 
P2(rj) ■ aj, i -  1,...,6. Then we must have:
x,a4 -  x 2*2 + x3al " (~a0<r 1»  ■ °- 
Substituting for p(r}) and equating coefficients we find that:
al “ Ot 
a2 * ab,
Treating o 2 in the same way we must have: 
xja5 - x ja j + x4a, -  (-cftr ,) -  (a4d)0(r2)) ■ 0.
Equating coefficients again gives:
(a+d)b -  0,
a5 -  -ac,
a3 -  be + a(a+d).
After considering o 3 we have the whole story: 
. , - 0. 
a2 = ab,
a3 = be + a(a+d),
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a5 “  “ac’ 
a6 = °.
Moreover, we have (a+d)b ■ (a-Kl)c -  (a+d)(a-d) -  0 as a requirement for 
first order deformations to extend to second order. It can be seen (e.g. from 
determinantal presentations given below or by continuing the calculation) 
that the algorithm terminates here, in the sense that these new relations 
satisfy O i,...,o5 a fte r removing the condition on the order of x 0 . It is 
important to notice tha t in general the algorithm will terminate in £ N steps 
where N is the maximum degree of the generators of the module of syzygies 
( O i,..vO|) (see section  11). As Pinkham remarks [PI, this gives two 
components of the space of deformations of the cone. If  a+d -  0, we get the 
rings given by,
R  =  C[xq,...,x 5) / I  ,
where I' is generated by ,
rank 
If  b -
X1 x2 x3 + axo x4 + cx0
*2 + bx0 x3 - “ 0 *4 *5
c = a -d  -  0, we get the rings given by.
R  -  d x Q ,.. .,x 5l / r ,
where I' is generated by .
Xj X2 41 HXq
rank x2 x3 “ ax0 x4
x3 + ax0 x4 x5
Notice that these two rings coincide when
a -  b -  c ■ d
1.
- 0 .
That is exactly at the ring  of the cone over C4.
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8. Griffin's Example and Deformation Theory.
In section 7 we saw how the relations in the ring Rc  could be 
formatted in two different ways. That is, the relations rj,...,r6 can be 
generated by either,
*2
x3
x3
X4
1.
rank
X1 x2 
*2 x3 £ 1 .
3 4
In each case the syzygies in the ring depend only on the shape of the matrix, 
in the sense that if we replace each Xj by a (reasonably general) linear term 
li(x0,x1,...^t5) the resulting ideal will have an isomorphic resolution as a 
<n[xg,...,x5]-module. More precisely the terms in the resolution will have the 
same number of generators in each degree and the maps will be given by 
matrices of the same shape. In such cases we say that the given presentation 
of the relations is formative (the ring structure depends only on the format 
of the equations not on the individual coefficients). The idea is that a 
formative presentation determines the homological algebra of the ring.
For example, any generic determinantal ring has the formative 
presentation given by a matrix with a rank condition.
It is sometimes the case that a formative presentation of the relations 
gives rise to all the extensions of a ring. In the notation of Proposition 
(6.1), if
R'Axq) -  R
for some non-zerodivisor xq e R', deg xq * d > 0, then it is possible that the 
relations in R' can be placed in the same format as those in R. If this is true 
for all extensions R' we say that the presentation is informative in degree -d 
(the information about the extensions is completely contained in the format 
of the equations of R).
In [G], Griffin treated the case of numerically quintic surfaces, X, 
using the method outlined in section 6. In the case where IKXI has a single 
transverse base point he takes a nonsingular curve C € IKXI given by 
(x0 = 0) and calculates the ring R(C, Kx)c). Proposition 8.1 is a summary of 
Griffins results in the above notation. Indeed in IR2J there is an extremely 
beautiful presentation of the numerical quintics in terms of formative 
presentations which has a lot in common with the case of Pinkham and the 
examples given in chapter 4 of this thesis.
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Proposition (8.1)
i). Let X and C be as above and let
*2
*3
x3 Z1
y  h
Then,
R(C, KX|c) * ®[xi»X2»X3»y»Z|*z2^* 
where I is generated by,
rank A £  1,
giving r,,...^6, and
AM(A)1 -  0 ,
where
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Q • h *2 0 0
• u *2 • 12y2 0 0
0 0 *13* 0
0 0 0 -1
giving r7, rg and r9. Here e C and Q is a weighted, homogeneous quartic
CXs.y).
ii) . The presentation of the ring given in i) is formative.
iii) . The presentation of the ring given in i) is informative.
i), ii) and iii) are effectively the results of the calculations in [Gl.
Proof
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CHAPTER 3:
The canonical linear system.
9. Canonical Curves.
Let X be a surface of general type with pg= 3 and Kx =4. In 
Lemma (5.2) we saw that X belongs to one of five different classes 
depending on the behaviour of its canonical linear system IKXI. IKXI can 
have 0,1 or 2 base points or a fixed (-2)-cycle. In this section we shall 
analyse the nature of a general element C e K x l. We collect together 
general facts about the canonical curve into a lemma.
Lemma (9.1)
Let X be a surface as above and C e IKXI be a general element.
I. If X is of type I then C is a nonsingular, non-hyperelliptic, 
genus 5 curve.
II. If X is of type II then C is a nonsingular, non-hyperelliptic, 
genus 5 curve.
IE. If X is of type HI then C is a nonsingular, hyperelliptic genus 5
curve.
IIIa and IIIb. If X is of type IIIa or m b then we can write 
C ■ r  + E where E is a (-2)-cycle and T is a nonsingular, genus 4 
hyperelliptic curve with T.E ■ 2.
P roof
I. By the Adjunction Formula (3.2) g(C) -  5 and by Bertinis 
Theorem (3.6) C is nonsingular. Suppose C is hyperelliptic and let D =
KXIC. Then 2D « Kc  and so D * g2 + Pj + P2, where Pj and P2 are
V
Weierstrass points [ACGH, p.288, Ex.31,32]. This is true for surfaces of 
all types, but contradicts the number of base points in Cases I and n.
II. As before g(C) = 5 and C is non-hyperelliptic. Bertini's 
Theorem (3.6) says that C is nonsingular away from the base point. But 
from Lemma (5.2) deg base locus * 1 in this case and so C is nonsingular 
at the base point.
III. g(C) = 5 and IKX|cl = 82 + + ^2’ w^ere Pi a°d P2 are d*®
distinct base points. Bertinis Theorem (3.6) says that C is nonsingular 
away from the base points and since deg base locus = 2 C is nonsingular at 
the base points.
IIIa and m b. By the Adjunction Formula (3.2) g(T) = 4. The rest 
follows from Lemmas (5.1) and (5.2)
□
The eventual aim is to describe the ring
R(X, Kx ) ■ 0H<>(X,nKx )
in terms of generators and relations. We do this in Chapter 4 but first we 
calculate a ring associated to the canonical curve of X (cf. [Mu, lecture 11).
In cases I, II and III we consider a nonsingular curve C e IKXI and 
the divisor D = Kx lc  on C, and calculate the graded ring
R(C,D) = © H°(C, nD). In cases III and IIIh we consider a nonsingular 
n-0
curve T € IKX -  El, where E is the fixed (-2)-cycle, and an appropriate 
divisor on T. We make heavy use of the Base Point Free Pencil Trick 
(BPFPT (3.3)).
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Case I. K x l has no base points.
Theorem (9.2)
Consider C e IKXI, a nonsingular curve and D = KX|c a divisor on 
C. Then
R(C, D ). O x,, x2, y ,, y2l /  <Q,. Q2> 
where the generators are deg (xj, yj) = (1,2) and the two polynomials QJf 
Q2 are weighted homogeneous of degree 4 in Xj, x2, ylt y2.
Proof.
Since deg D = 4, we can calculate, using the Riemann-Roch 
formula (3.1a), that
dim H°(D) -  2,
dim H°(2D) -  5 and
dim H°(nD) -  4 (n -l)  for n > 2.
We aim to verify the information in Table 1 below. The notation is 
explained in section 2.
Table 1.
degree generators new relations
1 x ,,x 2
2 S2(x,). y,, y2
3 S3(Xi), Xjyj
4 S4(xi),S2(xi)yj,S 2(yi) Qt .Q 2
¿5 no new generators no new relations
v
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Let xj, x2 be generators of H°(C,D). Then
*1. *1*2. *2 e H°(C. 2D)
are linearly independent (a relation between them would have to factorise, 
contradicting the independence of Xj and x2), so choose y j, y2 to 
complete a basis for H°(C, 2D).
To show that S3(xj) u  { x jy jM - f o r m  a basis of H°(C, 3D) we 
j“ l*2
use the BPFPT (3.3). Consider the natural map
<p: H°(C, D)®H°(C, 2D) H°(C, 3D).
Since IDI is a base point free pencil, by the BPFPT (3.3), Ker(tp) -  
H°(C,D) and hence dim Ker <p = 2. As dim H°(C, 3D) ■ 8, <p must be
surjective and {xj, xjx2, xjx2, x2, Xjyj, xjy2, x2y lf x2y2} is a basis for 
H°(C, 3D).
As C is not hyperelliptic (Lemma 9.1), we can appeal to 
M. Noether's Theorem (3.4) to see the degree 4 generators. This tells us 
that the 14 monomials in Table 1 generate this 12 dimensional space and 
hence we can write down two relations Qj and Q2 between them.
Let
<pn: H°(C, D)<8>H°(C, nD) -» H°(C, (n+l)D).
Then by BPFPT dim lm<pn -  [2.(4n-4)l -  [4n-81
■ 4n
-  h°(C. (n+l)D).
This shows that the xt, yj generate R(C, D) as an algebra, and the only 
relations are generated by Qt and Q2, proving the theorem.
□
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Case II. IKXI has a single transversal base point.
Theorem (9.3)
Consider C € IKXI and D = Kx ic, then
R(C,D) ■ Clxj, X2, y j ,  y2. zl/I
generated by Xj, and z with deg (x4, yj, z) -  (1, 2, 3) and related by I 
which is generated by
rj: xty2 -
n  ■ *i* -  y?. 
t3 :x2z -  yiy2,
*4 : yi* -  *2A -  XiB,
is ■ *2 -  y2A -  yiB.
where
A -  ajy^ + a2x^y2 + a3 x j , a, e C,
B -  B(xi,x2>y i,y 2)
is a degree 4 weighted homogeneous polynomial in x\, X2, yj, y2-
Moreover r¡ »...»r^  are the diagonal 4 x 4  Pfaffians of the following matrix [see
Section 41.
0 0 
0 0
-z
X1 *2
*1 *2 z
0 -z -A
Z 0 B■ *2
-*1 A -B 0
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Proof
Our strategy is to choose sections of 0C(D) according to their 
geometrical properties, (in fact, with respect to the order o f their 
vanishing at the base point P). Notice that C is trigonal because we can
write D = Dj + P where P is the base point and IDjI -  gj on C.
We calculate the dimensions in Table 2 by Riemann-Roch. Let u 
be a generator for H°(D-2P) and t : Oq q O^(P). Then ut e H°(D-P) and 
we let v be the second element of a basis. Since ut2 and vt vanish to 
different order at P they are linearly independent in H°(D) and so form a 
basis.
Table 2.
Space dimension generators
H°(D-2P) 1 u
H°(D-P) 2 ut, V
H°(D) 2 ut2, Vt
H°(D+P) 3 ut3, vt2, w
Similarly we need one extra basis element w € H°(D+P) which does not 
vanish at P.
We are aiming to establish Table 3 where Xj * ut2, x2 -  vt, yj ■ 
utw, y2 -  vw and z -  uw2.
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Table 3.
n generators of H°(nD) new relations
2  S2(Xj), y j, y2
3 S3(Xj), Xjjij, z
4 generated by monomials in x^yj.z
5 generated by monomials in Xj.y^z
6 generated by monomials in Xj.y^z
Notice that ut, v € H°(D-P) form a free pencil so we can use the 
BPFPT (3.3) on the maps
<pn m: H°(nD+mP) ® H°(D-P) H°((n+l)D+<m-l)P)
This tells us that Ker <p„ m > H°((n-l)D+(in+l)P) so that we can 
calculate whether <p is suijective.
Table 2 tells us that xt , x2 generate H°(D). Consider 
<p, H°(D+P) ® H°(D-P) -► H°(2D),
then Ker <pj j * H°(2P) which is generated by t2. This means that dim Im 
(pj j = 3x2 - 1  = 5, and so <pj j is suijective and H°(2D) is generated by
u2t4, ut3v, t2v2, wut and wv. That is xf, XjX2, x2, yj and y2 as in the 
notation of Table 3.
To see the generators of H°(3D) we look at <p2 j whose kernel is 
H°(I>t-2P). Now we can see that dim Im tpj j = 7 and so Im <p2 j c  H°(3D) 
is a codimension 1 subspace generated by the linearly independent 
monomials u3t6, u2t5v, ut4v2, t3v3, wu2t3, wut2v , wtv2. However uw2 e
V
H°(3D) and is independent of those elements given since it does not vanish 
at P. Thus we have the generators of H°(3D) given in table 3. The relation 
rj is given because xty2 = u t^w  and x2yj » u t^w  and so 
ri : *1X2 -  *2X1
For higher degrees we note first that <pn j is surjective for n ^ 3 (by 
Riemann-Roch for curves (3.1a)
h°(nD+P) -  4n-3 
and
dim Ker «pn , .  h°((n-l)D+2P) -  4n-6, 
so
dim Im tpn l = 2(4n-3) -  (4n-6) = 4n 
which is h°((n+l)D)). The generators in degree 4 come immediately from 
this, and the relations r2 and r3 again follow from the substitution of the 
definitions of Xj, x2, ylt y2, z, giving
r2: x tz  -  yj, 
r3: x2z  -  y ,y2.
It remains to derive the relations r4 and r5. These are inherited from 
a single relation in H°(5D-P) which we construct now. The map 
<p4 0: H0(4D) <8> H°(D-P) -> H°(5D-P) 
has kernel H°(3D+P) and so dim Im cp4 Q ■ 15 » h°(5D-P). However we 
can write down explicitly the monomials in H°(5D-P) as follows:
There are the 13 linearly independent monomials 
u5t9, u4t8v, u3t7v2, u2^ 3, ut5v4, 
t V ,  u4t6w, u3t5vw, u ^ v ^ ,  ut3v3w, 
t2v4w, u3t3w2, u ^ ^ w 2, utv2w2, v3w2 e Im cp4 q 
and one more u2w3. Therefore we must have a relation
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R: u^ 3 « g,
where g is a linear combination of the other 15 monomials by surjectivity
of <p4,o*
It follows that in H°(5D) we must have the relation 
tR: tu^ 3 = tg.
Rewriting this in terms of Xj, x2, y lf y2 and z gives 
r4: yjz -  x2A -  xtB -  0,
where
A -  aiy^ + a2*^y2 + «3 *2 . «i «
B = B(xi,X2,yi,y2) is a polynomial in xj, X2, yi, y2- 
In the same way, in H°(6D) we have the relations 
ut3R = Xjr4, 
vt2R » x2r4 
and
wR = r5: z2 -  y2A -  ytB = 0.
That the above relations do indeed suffice to give the ring R(C,D) is a 
check left to the reader. It can be seen (and follows from the theory of 
Pfaffian rings) that the relations given satisfy the syzygies S j , . . . s 5  below.
■IS *1*3 - x 2r2 +  y j r ,  « 0 ,
*2 : -y i* 3 + y2r2 z r j  ■  0 ,
*3 : - * l r5 + y i u + z r2 -  A r i  ■ 0 ,
s4 : *2r5 - y iu -  z r3 -  B r i  ■ 0 ,
*5 • - y i ' s  + z r4 +  A rç + Br2 -  0 .
□
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C u e  HI. Two distinct base points.
Theorem 9.4
Let X be a surface of type in  and C e IKXI a nonsingular curve; let 
D - Kjoc- Then
R(C,D) -  CU,. x2, y,, y2, a ,, Zjl/I,
where deg (xit yj, zk) -  (1, 2, 3) and I is the ideal generated by the relations 
r , .... r9 below :
Degree 3 ri: *i -  *2yi.
v  -  * 2*
Degree 4 y i»  -
r4: x tz2 -  *2*1.
Degree 5 V  yi*2 -* t* l.
r6: *2z2 -  y2*l.
Degree 6 r7:-z f+ X y J + nxJy2 + xJh.
rg; -ziz2 + Xxfyf + p x ^  + x ^ h ,
r9: - z \  + Xxfyi + p y | + x|h,
where | i , U C  and h = h^. is some polynomial of degree 4.
Alternatively, we can write rj,...,r9 in a quasi-determinantal form as 
follows :
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f |  are given by
rank A ^  1.
where
x, y, *1 X,
*2 x? y2 xj
*7» r8* r9 are g*ven by
h 0 0 0 
0 0 0
o o ny2 o
o o o - i
Proof
The canonical curve C is hyperelliptic in this case, as
IDI = g2 + Pj + P2. where Pj and P2 are the base points of IKxl (Pi and P2 
are Weierstrass points, as remarked in Lemma (9.1)). There is a standard 
method of calculating R(D') for a divisor D' made up of Weierstrass points 
on a hyperelliptic curve (see [R2], IG1) and so we shall present the 
computation with little proof.
Let u: 0C c* 0c(P i+P2) , v: ©c  c* 0c (P3+...+Pi2) where P j , . . .^ i2
are the Weierstrass points on C. Then we choose tj, t2 € H^gJ) forming a 
basis, such that u2 -  t i t2 and v2 -  p (ti,t2), where p is the degree 10 
polynomial in t},t2 defining the 10 branch points.
V
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Table 4.
Space Generators New names
H<KD) utj, ut2 X|.X2
H°(2D)
H°(3D) lit].....Utj, Vtt,Vt2 *1 -  Vt,. *2 -  v«2
Given Table 4, the relations rj,...,r6 are simply identities following from 
the definitions o f Xj, x2, yj, y2, Zj and z^  and the equality u2 = t ^ .
For the last 3 relations it is necessary to study the relation v2 = p(ti,t2) in 
more detail. Since p(tj,t2) is degree 10 in tj and t2, using the definitions of 
yj and y2 we can write
p(t,,t2) -  *yî«î + n y fà  + tit2h8(t|,t2)
where A., p  € C are non-zero and h8 is of degree 8. Let
hg(t,, tj) -  Hot? + » jtjtj +...+ a8t |,  Hj € I ,  
then we can write h8(tj, t2) = h(xj, x2, yj, y2), a uniquely determined
quartic in R(C, D). Since z j ■ v2t j , z\Z2 = v2tp2 and 7% ■ v2t^ we get the 
3 degree 6 relations in the statement :
r7: - i J  + X.yJ + HxJy2 + *Jh,
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r8: -z,z2 + Xxfyf + | l x ^  + x jx ^ , 
rg: - z \  + Xxfy, +  n y | + x^h.
It is easy to check that these relations satisfy the matrix equation 
given. That is we can put
x, y, z,
h 0 
0 *y,
0 o‘ 
0 0
X1 x2 
y, »? r7 r8
*2 x? y2 h 0 0 ny2 0 *2 *2 - r8 r90 0 0 z, Zj
The syzygies holding between these 9 relations can be split into two groups. 
The determinantal ones following purely from the determinantal form of 
the first 6 relations are as follows :
:jti |,3 -y i i- * -* 2 ri " ° -
£ 2  : x2r3 -  * l r2 +  Y2r l ■ 0,
£3 : xt r6 -  x^r4 +  Z)r2 » 0, 
£4 : xt r5 -  yir4 +  z irt ■ 0,
£5 : x2r5 - xfr4 +  z2r, ■ 0, 
^6 : x2r6 -  y2r4 +  z2r2 ■ 0. 
£7 : yjr6 -  x^r5 +  zt r3 ■ 0.
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** : *1*6 -  y2*5 + *2*3 ■ 0.
The second group depend only on the matrix form of the 9 relations 
in the following sense. These syzygies can be constructed using the 
following observation (due to Reid). Consider the following matrix A*
-*2 *i
A * -
-y2 4 
-z2 *1
Then observe that
(A*)A .
u ■(
-*l 0
-*2 - r3
-r. -r .
The equality
r2
r3
0
- r6
r4
r5
'«
0
((A*)A)MAt  -  A*(AMAt ) 
can be written as an equality of relations i.e. syzygies.
h  : -x2i7 + xjr8 -  Xyfri + iix^y2r2 -  *1*4.
ho '■ -*2*8+*1*9 « >-*?yiri + v-y\n - *2*4. 
I l l  : -*i*7 + yi*8 ■ -* |h ri + |rx^y2r3 -  zjry,
V
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£12 : -* lr8 + y iz9 ■ -*2*>ri + -  *2*5.
2-13: - y in  + *2r8 ■ -*ihr2 -  2-y ?r3 -  *1^ .
2^ 14 : -y2z8 + *2r9 * -*2h»2 - ** ?yir3 - z2r6*
2^ 15 : - z2n  + z lr8 ■  -*lhT4 -  2-y f o  -
2^ 16 : -z2r8 +  z lr9 ■ -*2*“ 4 -  >■* ?yiz3 -  Hylz6-
£ ] .... £16 generate the module of syzygies, though the proof of this (and
similarly in (9.4a)) is a calculation best carried out by computer (e.g. 1BS1).
□
Cases I II , and m b K x l has a fixed (-2)-cycle.
Theorem (9.4,)
Let X be a surface with Pg-3, K x-4 and such that the canonical 
linear system contains a fixed (-2)-cycle, E. Suppose C - T  + E c  IKXI as 
in Lemma (9.1) and put D -  Kxl(., then there are two possibilities:
R(CJ3) -  C[x1.x2,y| ,y2^ 1^ 2l/I
where deg (x,, yjt Zj) -  (1, 2, 3) and I is generated by r , .....r6.r7,rg,r9 as
follows:
Degree 3 rl : *1 ~ xiyi*
r2: x,y2 -  xjy,,
r3: y i - * t y fDegree 4
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Degree 5
Degreeó 
Cate a)
r4: x,Z2 -X 2E,, 
r5* y2*2 -  *1*1.
r«; yi*2 - y 2*i.
r7: - z \  + Xy? + liy?y2 + xfh, 
r8: -z iz2 + *y + W i À + *i*2h.
r9: -z 2 + Xy,y2 + (iy| + x§h. 
C u e  b) r7:-Z] + (lyfyj + xjh,
r8: - z ,z2 + n y iy | + xiX2h ,
r9: - z j  + ny j + x^h,
where
X, n  c  c ,
h -  X|X^ + X2xjx2 + XjXjxf + X4x jx2 + X5yj + X6y ,y 2 + 
*7y| + ^8*iy2. Xj e C.
Alternatively, we can write r , .... r9 in the following form :
rt .....r6 are given by
£ 1rank
*1 y2 yi *1
*2 *? y2 *2
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and r7, rg, r9 are given by
*1 yi yi z i
0
 
0
 
0
 
0
 
0
 
0
Jm 
O
x , x2
y2 xf r7 r«'
*2 *1 *1 H 0 0 + 0 r8 r9
0 0  0 -1 Z, Zj
In Case b we have X. = 0.
Proof
Let E be the fixed (-2) -  cycle and K xl -  IT1 + E. Then, by Lemma 
(9.1), we can choose T to be a nonsingular genus 4 curve and
KX|c “  &2 + **1 + **2 where Ejp = Pj + P2- The two cases in the statement 
of the theorem account for the possibilities:
Case a Pj, P2 distinct points
Case b  P, -  P2 -  P.
Notice that IPj + P2I = g2 ( since 3g2 = IKr l = l2Kx tr -  Pj -  P2I =
2g2 + P j + P2I ), so that in Case b P is a Weierstrass point.
We shall calculate R(C, D) in 3 main steps.
Step 1: we write down the ring R (f\ Q) where Q is a Weierstrass
point.
Step 2: we produce from Step 1, R(r, 4Q) -  R (r, 2g2), because D = 
g2 + Pi + P2, and so we have R(C, D) c  R(f, 2gJ).
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Step 3: we write down the condition which characterises R(C, D) as a
subring of R(r, 2g|) and subsequently R(C, D).
Step 1
Let Q be a Weierstrass point on T\ As in Theorem (9.4),
R(r, Q) -  C[s, t, ul/Fjg,
where degree (s, t, u) *= (1, 2, 9) and Flg is the degree 18 relation given by 
F,g : u2 -  <plg(s,t).
Step 2
We can pick the generator t e  g2 of the form t -  s ,s 2 where Sj
vanishes at Q, for IQ, + Q2I -  g2. We choose Q, -  P, in Case a and Q, -
Q2 -  P in Case b. Then we can write down bases for H°(4nQ) -  H°(2ngJ) 
for small n as in Table 5.
Table 5. 
n
1
2
3
4 
3 
6
V
generators of H°(2ng2)
s4, s2t ,t2
s2nt4-n, n -0 .... 4
s 2 n ,6 -n  n _ Q ...... 6 > , 3 U_ sh l
s2"t*-n. n -0 .... 8, s2k+1t3-ku, k -0 ,—,3
s2n,10-nj n_o.... 10.s2k+1t3-ku jr -0 ..... 5
s2"!12'" ,  n-0,...,12, t 2k+1t7_ku, k-0,...,7
Remembering the relation Flg the table is self-explanatory and can 
be computed independently or with reference to [R2].
Step 3
Recall that D ■= g j + P, + P2 where IP, + P2I = and that 2D = 2gJ. 
Then R(C,D) c  R (r, 2g2) and moreover if f € H°(C, D) then f2 e 
R(T,4g‘). It follows that
fH P ,)/s8 -  f*(P2)/s8
and so
f(P,)/»4 -  *f(P2)/s4.
By consideration of the dimensions of H°(C, nD) we must have 
fCP,)/«4 -  -f(P2)/s4.
It can then be seen that f e R(T, 2gJ) is an element of R(C,D) if and only if 
f(P,)/»4d -  -f(P2) / t4d.
where d -  degree of f
Bearing in mind our choice of t we get the following table of 
generators.
Table 6 .
n generators of H°(nD)
1 x, -  s2!, x2- t 2
2 S2(x,)p y ,- s 8, y2“ *6t
3 S3(xj). x,yj, z , - s V  z2-stu
Using the definitions in Table 6 the following relations are seen to
hold:
r, : x f -  xjyj.
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r2 : *ty2 -  *2y |.
r3: y l - * i y i .
r4: x,Z2 -  x2z,,
v  y i* i -  *1*1. 
rs: yi*2 -  y2*i-
As usual the degree 6 generators for R(C,D) are made up from lower 
degrees. However at this stage the relation F18 from the ring R (r, Q) 
makes its presence felt in R(C,D). Thus we get the 3 degree 6 relations 
(with a slight abuse of notation),
r7: z?-s«tplg, 
r8: z lz2"s4t9l8- 
r9: z f-sV tp ,,.
Case a
We can write out 9 lg(s, t) as follows:
<p18 -  Xs18 + | i s 16t +  A.,sl4t2 + ... +  Xgt8.
Then r7, rg, r9 can be rewritten,
r7: - z \  + XyJ + (iyjy2 + xfh.
rg: -z,z2 +  Xyfy2 + Hy,y§ + x,x2h,
r»: -* ! + *-yiy!+ t*yl+ *J>.
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where
h * Aj ^3X^ X2 + A.4XJX2 + Xjyj +
*•(0 ^ 2  + h y i + ^ * iy 2-
after renumbering the Xj 6 C.
Case b
Previously we chose t » T2 for T vanishing at P. In this case u -  Tv 
(v vanishes at the Weierstrass points missing P and Q) and so <p18 -  ttp,6. 
This means that we can write
<p18 = ps16t + X,s14t2 + ... + Xgt8.
The form of r7, r8, r9 in Case b now follows from Case a.
Thus we have written
R(C,D) -  « x 1,x2,y1,y2,z1,z2]/I,
where I is generated as in the statement of the theorem. It is a simple check 
to see that the determinant given does indeed produce the relations r,,...,^. 
These relations satisfy the following syzygies E |,...,L]6: 
Et : * ir3 -y 2 r2 + y iri " 0,
Ej: x2r3 -  x2r2 + y2rj ■ 0,
h -  * lr6 -y if4  + *lf2 " ° .
E«: * lr5 -y 2 r4 + *iri “ 0,
L,: x2r, -  x?r4 +  zjr, -  0.
¿6- *2r6-y2f4 + *2r2 “ 0.
b -  y2r« -  y i '5 + z tr3 ■ o.
V
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^  x l r 6  -  y2r5 +  z2r3 ■
l , :  - i 2r7 + *ir8 -  iA-yi + ny2>yir2 -
E 10: -*2r8 +  * I r9 ■  (*-yi +  Hy2>y2r2 -  z2r4-
L „ : -x \r 7 + y jrg •  -Xjhrj +  O-y, + Hy2)y ir3 -  z ^ j ,
E 12: - * l r8 +  y2r9 “  -*2h r l +  i^-yi + (iy2>y2r3 -  z2r5* 
£ 13: -y2r7 +  y i r8 ■ - * l h r2 -  z l r6*
E 14: -y2r8 +  y ir9 ■ -*2hr2 -  z2r6‘
Z 15: - z2r7 + z lr8 -  - * lhr4 -  ( ty l  + W 2 )y ir6,
Z 16: - z 2r8 +  z l r9 ■ " * 2 ^ 4  -  0 * 1  +
□
Remark (9.S)
The rings in Theorems (9.4) and (9.4a) have been presented in a 
format depending on certain matrices. That is in each case the relations are 
generated by
rank A £ 1 
and
AMAt -  0
for a given 2x4 matrix A and a symmetric matrix M.
Given a polynomial ring P we make the observation that there is a 
variety defined by
rank
• i t  . •• «14
>2! - •• *24
£ 1
and
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*7 «8 'l l  ' u
R8 *9 *2i — h t
14 A24
for ljj, Ajj € P.
If I c  P is generated by the matrix conditions above we can write out 
the generators explicitly as follows:
Rij • 1 £ i < j £ 4, gives the 6 determinantal
relations
R7 :
4
R9 : ¿ \ l2iA 2v
with the condition that Rg ■ Rg' in P. We make the obvious convention 
that Ry = -Rjj for i > j.
The point is that these 9 relations will then satisfy the syzygies below: 
Syk : liiRjk “ lijRik + likRij* * £ i < j < k £ 4,
Tijk : 2^iRjk “ 2^jRik + l2kRij* 1 ^ i < j < k £ 4 ,  
give the 8 determinantal syzygies, and
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U j: - l2jR7 + IjjRg > SjRijAu, 1 S j  S 4.
Uj’ : -*2jR8 + ■ljR9 ■ |^JRijA2j> 1 S j  S 4,
give the remaining 8. As remarked in the proof of Theorem (9.4) these last 
8 syzygies are constructed from the identity
((A')A)MAt  ■ A*(AMAt )
where
A*
-l21 ' l l  
■*24 *14
The rings of Theorem (9.4) and (9.4a) are now of this form if we put 
the product
m a t .
A14 A24
10. Deformations of canonical curves.
In section 16 we calculate the number of moduli for surfaces of 
each of the 5 types and in some cases write down concretely a degeneration 
between surfaces of two different types. In this section we do the same 
thing for the canonical curves of the surfaces. These calculations serve as 
something of a model for the larger (surface) ones.
Theorem (10.1)
In the following diagram
i -> ii -»in  -»m a -♦ m b,
for any given canonical curve of a surface of type B, C, there can be found 
a family {C}t of curves, such that Ct is the canonical curve of a surface of 
type A for t ^ 0, and C0 = C is the canonical curve of a surface of type B, 
whenever there is an arrow from A to B.
Proof.
In each case we simply write down a family of rings, Rt, which 
are rings of the type calculated for curves of type A when t#0 and a general 
ring of type B when t=0.
In order for the corresponding deformation to be flat, the syzygies in 
Rt reduced modulo t, must be equal to the syzygies in Rq.
Type I -> Type II
Consider the ring,
R, -  C h )^ 2.y,,y2^l/I|l
where I, is generated by r{..... rj given by the 4X4 Pfaffians of the
following matrix (see Section 4):
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0 t », *2 y,
t o y( y2 z
M .-
-*2
-*1
-*2
0
z
-z -A 
0 B
-y| -« A -B 0
Here A and B are as in Theorem (9.3).
First notice that this guarantees that Rt mod t is the ring of a curve of
type II. Let us write down the relations r | .....rj.
r j : x,y2 -  x2y, +tz,
r2 ■ *1* -  y i + tA.
r3 : x2z -  y&2 - tB-
r4 : yiz -  x2a  * * tB-
: x2 -  y2A -  y iB-
Now, for t40, rj allows us to eliminate z from Rt. If we do this 
systematically in the rest of the equations we get two degree 4 relations,
x2 = -*i(*iy2 -  -  y i + «a .
r3 : -*2<xiy2 -  x2yi)/ t  -  yiy2 -  ®<
and find that these span I(. In particular 
r4 -  x l r3 / t  * x2r 2A. 
r5 -  y i r3 /t  -  y2r2/ ‘-
So we see that for t^O, Rt -  C[x j ,x2,y j,y2l/<Qi»Q2>» 
as required.
Type II -¥ Type III
In this case there are several ad hoc ways of writing down families 
of rings which satisfy our requirements. We give one more or less at 
random.
Let R t = C l x ^ y i ^ l ^ J / I r  w^ere Ij is generated by
r i : * l - * 2 y i + tz l-
r2 • x2 " xiy2 -
r3 : yiy2 -  x ?x2 -  tx2z2>
r i : x,Z2 -  x2xl + *Xy?.
r5 : xtzi -  yi*2 + v ^ y  2 + « i1*.
r6 :x 2z2 -y 2 zl +tXxlx2yi’
r7: xl - - x?h.
r , : -Z,Z2 + *x?y? + \ix\y\ + x,x2h.
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ri  ; A  -  **iyt -  w l  -  x2h + A h y ,.
Again the notation used here corresponds to that in section 9. Using
r{ to eliminate Zj when t^O we find that It can be generated by the 4x4 
Pfaffians of the following matrix.
0 0 Xj *2 >1
0 0 x |  -  A y , >2 X ^-M Z
-*1 -x | + A y ,  0 -x jx j + tz A y J
-x2 -*2 x jx j  -  u 0 -t2h + x j
-y» -*f*2 -  “  - A y ^ . V * i 0
where we are writing z for Zj. M, gives us the relations r ,^ rj, rj, rj, r£ and 
we can write
r6 -  -X2r3/< -  » l ^ / t .  
r7 -  -  y ir4/t-
rg -  Xjrg/t + Xjfg/t.
Thus Rj is a ring of type II as required.
Type III -♦ Type ID ,
Consider the ring,
Rt -  ®*i-»2.y|.y
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where It is generated by
rank M
y\
x ?
*2
y,+ty2
l.
and MPMt = 0 for some symmetric P.
For t = 0 this is clearly a ring of type IIIa. For t ^ 0 we can perform a 
sequence of basis changes and row and column operations on the matrix M 
until we are left with the presentation given in Theorem (9.4) for a  ring of 
type in .
Type IIIa -♦ Type m b
The presentation of the rings given in Theorem (9.4a) makes the 
deformation clear in this case. Consider the rings
Rx -  O»1^ 2or,.y2^ 1^ l x, 
where 1  ^is generated by rj ^,...,r^
rU .....r6.X «iven by
rank
xi yz yi zi
>! *1 Ì !  h
¿ 1.
r7A’ r8,X’ r9.X 8 'vcn by
r7: z] -  Xy? -  Hy?y2 -  x?h, 
r8: z iz1 -  Xy*y2 -  ny,y2 -  x,x2h, 
r9: 4  -  Xy,y| -  My| -x§h.
Then is a ring of type IHa and Rq is a ring of type HIb as required.
□
The degeneration II HI given is not a structured one. However we 
can write down a degeneration I -► III in a structured way (10.2). We hope 
to find a 2-parameter degeneration I -> III factoring through II at a later 
date but as yet this remains undiscovered.
Proposition (10.2)
The degeneration of type I curves to type HI curves can be expressed 
by the ring
Clx1,x2,y1,y2,Z|,z2]/It
where degree (xj, yv  Zj) = (1, 2, 3) and Ij is generated by 15 relations
{ r - h ^ j - l . Tii is derived from an antisymmetric 6x6 matrix, by 
J 2£j£6 J
deleting the ith and jth rows and columns and taking the Pfaffian of the 4x4 
antisymmetric matrix remaining (see section 4). The matrix Mt is shown 
below:
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0 t y\ x!
• 0 *2 *2 *1 *2
. . 0 -Xx,y^ + Xjt^Xjy, -  Xjh + Hx,*2y2 -  *,h Xyf + ny2
0 + x,z, + th *2 + tXx2y,
0 Z1 '  ‘•‘*1*2
0
P roof
Let
v
R(C, KX|c) *
be as in section (9.4).
It suffices to show that the ideal generated by r12,...,r56 is equal to I 
when t = 0 but when t ^ Owe can eliminate Zj and z2 and be left with two 
quartics. Below is a list of the 15 relations generated from Mr
r56 : + x2h> + Y2z1 -  *2*2*
r46 : + x ih>+ »i1! -  y f r -
r36 : #*i*2 -  xlzl -  th) + * 1*1 -  yiy2>
r26 : z l(*2*2 -  xlzl -<•>)- x 2(>u 2y2 " (“ 1*^2 + xlh>
+ yi(*-xiyi -  **1*2X1 + x2h>’
r16 : *2<X2Z2 -  xlzl -  * )  - y 2 ^ x2y 2 '  »“ l * ^  + xlh)
+ x^Xj^yJ - Xx^x2yi + x2^ )'
r45 : -K ^y  1 +  W ^) +  *2Z1 -  xlz2- 
r35 : -«(*2 +  ^ y i )  +  x 2 -  »^2 *
z25 : -Z1<*2 + rtx2y i)+ x2<Xy? + M-y§)+ x1CXx,y2 - XxJxjy, + x2h), 
ri 5 : -*2**2 +tXx2yi>+ y2^ y f + w # + *2(Xxiy? -  W ^ y i + x2h)- 
r34: -*<zi -  t»xiy2) + *2y t - x ?.
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r24 : -z,(z, -  tnx,y2) + y,(Xy J + Hy|) + x ,(m 2y2 * Hxix^y2 + *ih).
ri4 : -*2<zi -  ^ x iy2) + *  i ^ y ? + + x2(^x2y2 -  ^xix|y 2 + x,h),
r23 ; -* 2Ui - tnx,y2) + y,(z2 + tXx2y,) + x^XjZj  -  x ,z, -  ih),
ri 3 : -y2<zi * v xiy2) + x ft*? + t^ x2yi> + -  x ,z , -  * ).
r12 : (Xxiyf -  ** 1*2X1 + x2hXz, -  tlix,y2) -  (Jlx2y \  -  Hx,x|y2 + x,h)(z2 +
«^■x2yi) + ( ty j + |iy2Xx2z2 -  x ,z, -  th).
We make the following definitions:
r{  : - r j 4 , 
r2 = r35* 
r3 : -r4s, 
r4 : ” r36*
*5 : *r46- 
r6 : _r56‘
r7 = “ r24 -  ^ 2 ^ 5  * » 2 r36' 
r8 : - r2J + ^*2yir34-
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r J : - r ,5 + Xx,y,r34 - r36.
It is now easy to check that rP = ^  and that those ry which we have not used
in the above definitions are generated by the others. The Proposition 
follows easily.
□
V
CHAPTER 4:
Surfaces.
11. Form of extension calculations
As can be seen in section 7 extension-deformation calculations, when 
worked through fully, are long even in simple cases (such as Pinkham's 
example). In this chapter we work through the calculations extending the 
relatively complicated rings given in section 9. This makes the proofs of 
Theorems (13.1), (14.1) and (15.1) extremely long. For this reason we 
have kept to a strict scheme when making the statements and proofs of these 
theorems and to aid the reader we present this scheme below.
Scheme for Theorems in Chapter 4.
Statement o f theorem is o f the form
Let X be a surface of type I (II, IE, IUa, IIIb). Then the presentation 
for R(C, D) in Section 9 is formative and informative in degree -1 (see 
section 8). In fact
R(X, Kx ) -  CUq,...!/\ 
where I is generated by r lf...,rn as follows:
Description of Fj 
Proof o f  theorem is o f the form 
Reproduction o f R(C, D)
The first item in the proof is a reproduction of the format of the ring 
R *  R(C, D) for C € IKXI, as given in Section 9. We then observe that this 
format is formative. To prove the theorem we need to extend this ring. 
That is, if R is related by r|,...,rn with syzygies we want to write
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such that the Tj satisfy syzygies which reduce mod xQ to Ej.
Step 0 : Simplifications
It is possible to make simplifying coordinate changes to reduce the 
possible choices of the a^ This has the effect of shortening the calculations 
considerably.
Step 1 : R  -» R<2>
We make the extension R -> R^ 2* where R^ 2V(xq) « R as outlined in 
Section 6. This involves taking the syzygies one at a time and finding the
r ^  (i = l,...,n) which will lift them. It is usual that after lifting just 5 or 6
syzygies the expressions for r ^  (i * l,...,n) can be written in the same 
formative presentation as the ij (i = l,...,n). This means that the other 
syzygies will automatically be lifted by these expressions.
Step 2 : R<2> -► R<3>
We make the extension R*1* -► R®  where R ® /(xq) * R. Again we 
put the relations in the ring R^2  ^into the format of the relations in R, if this 
is possible.
Step 4 : R<*>-* R<*+1>
Having made the extension up to R ^  we extend to R ^ + ,\  The 
algorithm will certainly have terminated in n steps, where n is the 
maximum degree of the generators of the module of syzygies. In fact 
keeping a formative presentation will guarantee that it terminates in many 
fewer steps than this.
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12. Surfaces o f type I. 
Theorem (12.1)
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Let X be a surface of general type with pg=3, Kx =4 and such that 
the canonical linear system , IKxl has no base points. Then
R (x , k x ) -  cUo.*i.*2.yi.y2i /< r ,<4\ r 2<4>>
where degree (xj, yj) = (1, 2) and R jW J^W are weighted homogeneous 
polynomials of degree 4. Hence X is the complete intersection 
X4,4 c: P(l3,22).
Remark (12.2)
The generalised hyperplane section principle (Proposition (6.1)) tells 
us that in each degree there are the same number of generators and relations 
in R(X, Kx ) as there are in R(C, D). This means that R(X, Kx ) is a 
Gorenstein grade 2 ring and the theorem follows immediately from this 
(Proposition (4.1)). However since the result is such an easy one the proof 
given below has been included to to illustrate the extension-deformation 
method of Section 6 in a transparent way.
Proof o f (12.1)
Let C e IKxl be a nonsingular curve, given by the vanishing of 
xo € H°(X,Kx)- In Theorem (9.2) we found that:
R(C,D) =. C[x1,*2,y),y2l/< Q |, Ch> .
where Qi(xi,x2,yi,y2). Q2U 1.X2.y1.y2) arc weighted homogeneous degree 4 
polynomials.
Step 0  : Simplifications
As the calculation is very simple we do not need to simplify by 
making coordinate changes.
Step 1 : R -► R<2>
We make an extension of the ring R(C,D) to one R(2C,D^2 )^. That is 
we must find the most general 0 : <Qj, Q2> -» R(C, D) such that 0(Qi> and 
0(Q2) are degree 3 polynomials and
Q ,0(Q2) - Q 2P<Qi )€ < Q 1,Q 2>.
Of course this equation holds for arbitrary degree 3 polynomials so we can 
write,
R(2c , d <2>) -  <cu0.*i.*2.yi.y2l/(i<2>, 4 ).
where is generated by
r(?>: Q, -  XQpiQ,),
r ? :  Q2 -  *oP<Q2>-
Step 2 : R<2> -* R<3)
Sim ilarly for the second order extension we find 
02: < Q j, Q2>-> R(C, D) such that 02(Qi> and 02(Q2> are degree 2 
polynomials and
Q1P2W 2) " ^ 2p2^ 1  ^€ <(^1’ ^ 2>‘
Again this is tme for any choice of degree 2 polynomials.
Step i  : R<J >-* R<4+1>
Repeating the process twice more gives us R*5'  of the form,
R(5> -  ®i>io.xi.*2-yi-y2i/(R 1w),R2(4)
where Rj<4) and are weighted degree 4 polynomials.
This yields the theorem immediately.
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□
13).Surfaces o f  type II.
Theorem (13.1)
Let X be a surface of general type with pg=3, K^=4 and such that
the canonical linear system has one base point. Then the Pfaffian 
presentation of the ring R(C, D) calculated in Theorem (9.3) is formative 
and informative in degree -1. The canonical ring of a surface of type II is 
of the form:
R(X, Kx ) -  C(x0jti,X2,y1,y2'Z] /  i
where I is generated by r j,...,r5 corresponding to the 4x4 Pfaffians of the 
matrix M [cf. curve case (9.3)1,
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0 0 xl *2 y i + ^5*o
0 0 2^ z
-*1 -yi 0 -2 + »of, -*+xaf2
*2 -*2 * - V i 0 B + X0f3
-y, - V g -c > i -B -X Q fj 0
Here A and B are as in Theorem (9.3), € C and f j , f2, f3 are all
polynomials with coefficients in C written out in full below.
f, -  t3x* +
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{2 “  -t4x 1 ”  t5x l x2 "  t6x 1x 2 "  l7x 2 “  *8x iy2 “ t9x2>'2 *
MO1 "  VIX0 "  U3X0*I -  tl6x0x î  '  <l7xOx lx2 " <l8xOx 2 "
<)ioxoy2.
f3 “  ‘l x iy 2  +  < 2 ^ 2  +  ‘l t x l +  vxO +  « l* o » I +  q ilH o*! + 
<i2xoy2+ q4xoyi-
The relations thus given are precisely
r i  :x 1y 2 -* 2 y i.
r*2 : * lz  -  y  i -X jx g y ,.
?3 : x2z -  yiy2 -  X5x *y2,
M : (yi + X.5xjj)(z -  it,/ ,)  -  x2(A -  XQfj) -  xi(B + x0fj), 
?5 : z(z -  x ,/,)  -  y2(A -  x tf2) -  y,(B + x^j).
These relations satisfy the syzygies, a below given by:
• l  :(yi +*5Xo)m  - x2r2 + X|?3 ■ 0
*2 : » 1 y2'2 + y|?3 ■ 0
83 : (A -  xof2>r i - (z -  x0f ,)?2 + yiM -  *1'5 ■ 0
s4 : (B + XqÎj V 1 + (z-Xof,)?3 - y2? a + x2r j ■ 0
s5 : - (B + XQf3) r 2 -  (A -  + z74 - (yi + ^3x^)r3 ■ 0
Remark (13.2)
By the general hyperplane section principle (Proposition (6.1)) we 
know the number of generators and relations in each degree for the ring 
R(X, Kx ). Observing that the ring must be Gorenstein and codimension 3 
the structure theorems in section 4 tell us that the ideal of relations is 
generated by Pfaffians. We prove this explicitly by using the extension- 
deformation algorithm.
Proof of (13.1)
Let C e  I Kxl be the general nonsingular curve given by the vanishing 
of xo € H° (X, Kx), and D -K xk> In Theorem (9.3) we showed that,
R(CX>) -  J o  H°(C,nD) -O x |,  x2. yi. y2. *1/1, 
where deg (xit yj, *) -  (1, 2, 3) and I is generated by
r i :  * iy 2 -  *2 y i.
*2 = *1* -  y*
*3 : *2* -  ytyî.
r4 : y i*  -  *2A -  * |B ,
r5 : *2-  y2A - y|B,
where
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A -  * ty | + *2*2/2 + 
and
B -  B(xi,X2,yi,y2) i* a general degree 4 polynomial in 
the weighted coordinates xj, X2, yj, y2-
We have already written these down in Theorem (9.3) as the diagonal 4x4 
Pfaffians of the following matrix.
0 0 *, * 2 y,
o o yt y2 z
-y, o -z -a
■ *2 -y2 * °  B
-y, -z A -B 0
The syzygies between the relations are,
s ,: xir3 - x 2r2 + y1r1 - 0 ,
s2 : y tr3 " y2r2 + zrj * 0,
*3 = *lf5 -  ytU  - zr2 + Ari .  0,
»4 : *2r5 -  V2U -  » 3  -  B rl -  0,
*5 : y f s  -  zra -  Ar3 -  Br2 •  0.
It is easy to notice here that the Pfaffian format is formative (section 8). 
Having constructed R(C,D) we use the algorithm in Proposition (6.2) to 
calculate the ring
R(X,Kx ) -  Ctxo, X |, x2, y j, y2, zl/T, 
where I is generated by,
r t : xiy2 -  x2 yi -  axo,
f 2 = *1* -  y? -  Pi*o. 
h  '■ *2Z - yty2 -  P2*o.
?4 = ytz - x2A -  xjB -  Yxo, 
r 5 : zJ -  y2A -  y,B -  6xq.
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Here deg (a , Pj, y, 6) = (2, 3, 4, 5), and the r , satisfy syzygies Sj which 
reduce mod xq  to Sj.
Step 0 : Simplifications.
We make some coordinate changes. For example consider 
r i : xiy2 -  x2 yi -  axo
By judicious changes of coordinates in xj, x2, yi and y2 we can ensure that 
r, :x,y2-x2y, -<SxJ
where & € C.
Similarly, looking at
?2 = -  y 1 -  Pi*o
if Pi = px2yi + b j' then using r i we can write
Pi -  P*iy2 -  <*p  * o + b r
so we may assume that Pi has no terms in x2yi. By change of coordinates 
in z we may also assume that Pi has no monomials in which xi appears. 
So, we have arranged that
?2: xlz - y? ‘ *-l*0*2 - *2*0*2yi - ^3*0*-V  0*2*
*-5*oyi - Voy2 - Vjj*2 - Vo • ^ e c.
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V
By using ? i we can assume that P2 has no monomial in X2yi and
using all the relations we can assume that X2yi, y\* y iy2 and yiz do not 
appear in y  or Ô.
Step 1 : R -* R<2>
We begin our construction of
R(2C,D«>) -  Clxo.xi. x2, yu  y2, z l/< 4 1 (2)) 
where I ^  is generated by,
: *ty2 -  »2 yi -  a'v».
r^> : *iz -  y f  -  P',xo,
: *2* -  y m  -  P'2*0 .
«*? = yt* -  *2A -  *iB - yxo, 
r™ : z2 -  y2A  -  yjB - 8'xo,
where deg (a '(x 1 ,z 2.y i.y 2). P'i<*l.*2.y i.y 2.*). Y'(*|.X2.y i .y 2.*).
8 '(xt.x2,yi,y2,z)) “  (2. 3,4. 5). These satisfy the syzygies s(2).....s(j '  such
that s<?> reduced mod xo is Sj. By Step 0 we notice that:
«*? = » m  -  *2yi.
: xjz -  y |  -  (X,xox| + Xjxox2y2 + X3xoz).
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Let us look at the syzygy si which must lift to a syzygy, which we call s ^ .  
This means that
xlr<3> “ x2r<2> + yir^l> ■ *0 S 
where S e I@), that is,
2 -  Xlx 2 - V ^ 2  -  X3x2z 6 I
is of degree 4. Equating the left-hand side of this with a general degree 4 
element of I we have
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X ,p '2 -  - X2x^y2 -  Xjx2z -  P i r 3 +  p 2r2 +  x ,p 3r ,  +  x 2p 4r!
-  p i *2z -  P iy iy 2 + p2 * i z -  p2y Î 
+ P 3* îy2  -  P3* l*2yi + P4*2*iy2 
- P 4* |y i.
Comparing coefficients it is easy to see that X.j=^2=X3=P'2=0.
We have shown that in R(2C,D^) we are forced to put a '= p '1=P'2=0 
in order for the syzygy sj to lift to a syzygy in R(2C,D<2)). In a similar
way consider the syzygy S3 which lifts to a syzygy s ^ .  This tells us that 
x xb - y xy e  I
is of degree 6. That is
x(8 -  yiY -  tirs + t2xir4 + t3r4 + Mx^r3 + t5Xix2r3 +
<6*^ 3 + t7yir3 + t8y2r3 + t,xjr2 + t10X|X2r2
+ tn x |r2 + ti2y(r2 + t)3y2r2 + t i4xjrt +
‘15*1*2*1 + M6*l*2r l + ‘l7*lrl + ‘l 8*iyi>ï +
‘ l9*iy2*l +  ‘20*2y i* l +  <2l* 2y 2*l +  ‘22z r l- 
We can assume that
6- 6' + 6",
Y-Y" +  Y".
where
* t8 ' -  YlY"-
So there is some f  e C[x|,X2.yi*y2*z] of degree 3, such that 5' = y jf  and
Y = x jf . Given our restrictions on 6 we can assume that f  = <pXj , <p e C. 
So we equate coefficients in,
* l5 "  -  yiY" -  ‘l*5 +  <2*1‘4 +  ‘3*4 +  *4*1*3 +  *5*1*2*3 +
*6*?*3 +  ‘7Yl*3 +  *8Y2r3 +  t9*f*2 + t l0 * l* 2r2
+ tiix^r2 + ti2yir2 + t)3y2r2 + t | 4xjrt +
*15*i*2*l + « 16* 1*2*1 + ‘l7*2*l + ‘l8 * iy i* l +
«19*iy2*l + ‘20*2yi*l +  «21*2y2*l +  *22**1
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and discover that tj = 0, t2 = 0, t3 = 0, t^ = 0, Vj = 0, tg = 0, tjo = 0, tj \ = 
0, tj2 — 0, t j3= 0, tjg — 0 and t20 “ 0.
Also
1  -  <P*1 +  «4*?y2 +  «5*l*2y2 +  «9*?yi +  «14*?*2 +  «15*1*2 +
«16* 1*2 +  ‘«2*2 +  «19*l*2y2 +  «21*^2 +  «22*2*.
8  -  <(wfyi + «4*1*2* + «5*2* + «9*1* + «14*?y2 + «15*l*2y2 +
«16*l*2y2 + «17* |y2 + «19*iy2* + «21*2y2 + «22y2*- 
It is now a relatively simple matter to check that this y  and 5 do in fact give
a lift of S4 and S5 to s ^  and s ^  respectively:
s(P : *28 -  y2y  e  I,
»<3) : y ]8 -  ry * I.
Thus we have computed
R(2C,D<2>) -  d*o. *1. *2. yi. y2. *l/(*o. i(2))
where, after relabelling the coefficients in y  and 6, I^ 2  ^is generated by
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r *  = yiz - *2a  - *iB - t,xo* - <2*o*i*2y2 - ‘3*0* ?yi -
u*0*î*2 -  15*0* 1*2 -  t6x0*lJt2 '  t7xOx 2 -  *8*0*l*2y2
-  t9*o*|y2 -  *10X0X2Z -  <11*0* 1.
r®  : z2 -  y2A -  yiB -  tiXox,x2z -t2xox |z  -  t3xoxfz -  
w î y 2 -  t5*0*î*2y2 -  >6*0*l*2y2 - ‘7*0* 2y2 - 
t8*o*iy2 -  t9*o*2yl - tioxoy2z -  «11*0* ïy i-
These relations satisfy the following syzygies 
s<? : xjr*!* -  X2r (2) + y jiÇ  ■ 0,
» ? :  y i ^ - y y f + z ^ . o .
s* !' : x , r ®  -  y t r (P  -  z r (|> +  -  tjXQX\ t ^  -  t2Xox,X2r (2)
-  tîx o x fr^  -  t4Xox - t5x0XjX2r<j) -  t6x0* l* |r<f> -
«7*0*2r<l> -  t8»0*iy2r<î ) -  t9*0*2y2f<i> -  tioXOZf®
■ 0.
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s<?  = *2*® -  y2<® - x c ^  + Br<f + t,x 0x1y2r(J) -
t l xOxlx2r<3> + t2*0*2y2r<l> -  <2*0* 2*® " W ? ' ®  + 
*11*0* ? * ® -0,
*® : y ir®  -  -  A r ^  -  Br(2* + + 12*0*2**®
+ t4X0xJr(| > + t5xoxJx2r<| ) + té x o x ix ^ ' + t7xox|r(^  +
<8*0* m * ®  + <9*0*2y2*® + <10*0**® + tnxoxjr^*
> 0.
Notice that these relations can be written in the Pfaffian form as
previously. The following matrix yields as its diagonal 4x4
Pfaffians:
0 0 X1 *2 y t
0 0 y\ >2 z
-*l -y\ 0 - ï  + XqP, -A + XqPj
-*2 ->2 x-xop, 0 B + XqPj
-*1 -e A -X qPj - B - x ^ j 0
where
P l -  «3*1-
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P2 -  '*4*? -  *S*t*2 -  *6*1*2 '  *7*2 "  *8* 1*2 -  *9*2X2 *
« 10* .
P3= *1*1X2+«11*1-
S tep  2  : R (2> R<3 >
Using this ring we extend R(2C,D^) to
R(3C,D<3>) -  Clxo, x i, x2. yi, y2, z]/(xg. I<3>), 
where 1 ^  is generated by,
*<i) : * iy2 -*2y i.
: * 1* -  y ?  -  *.4*0*2 -  *3*0X1 -  * 6 *oX2 . 
r<| ) :  *2 * -  yiX2  -  P V  o’
r<4 ) : y iz -  *2 A -  X,B -  t , ^  jy 2 - t 2*0*l*2y2 -  *3*0* f r l  -  
*4*0* i*2 - *5*0*f*2 -  *6*0* 1*1 ■ *7*0*2 “ *8*0* 1*2X2
-  *9*0*2X2 -  *10*0*2* - *11*0* f  ~ Y"*jj.
: *2 ~ X2A '  y iB -  <1*0*1*2* -*2*0* 2* -  «3*0*1* ■ 
*4*0*?y2 -  *5*0*f*2y2 -  *6*0*l*2y2 -  *7*0* |y 2  -  
*8*o*iy! -  t9*o*2y2 - <io*oy2z -  tn*o* Jyi -  8"*q.
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satisfying && which reduce mod to s ^ \  i =
If we consider s ^  we find that p"j ( = X<4x jx | + A^xjyi + X6xjy2 )
and P"2 must satisfy
xiP"2 -  *20" i € I
which is o f degree 3. Hence it can easily be seen that X4 = X6 
* A.5y2. Similarly s2 gives
xiP”2 -  x ^ " ,  € I
but
0 and P"2
xiP"2 -  X2P", -  X5yiy2 -  Xjyiy2 -  0,
as required.
We must also check that S3, s4 and S3 can be lifted using these values 
and calculate y" and 8". S3 renders
* |6" -  yiT" + Xjzyi c  I
of degree 5. That is
*i8" - ynr" + Xs*yi -  qi^a + 92*113 +93*213 + 94*112
+  95*212 +  9 6 * lr l +  97*1*211 +
98*2ri + 99y iri + 9 ioy2',i-
Equating coefficients we have
91 -  93 -  95  -  9 9  -  0 ,
r" -  - Xj* + q2*iy2 + q4*iy  1 + + q7xix2 + qsx2+
qio*2y2+qn*|.
8" = q2x2z + q4* iz + q6*?y2 + q7*i*2y2 + qs*2y2 + qioy2 + 
qn*fyt-
Substituting these values into similar equations derived from S4 and S5 
shows that we have indeed constructed
R(3C.D<3>) -  <C[xo, x ,, x2, y ,. y2, zl /(*£ I(3)), 
where I*33 is generated by,
x iy2 -  *2yt.
r^*: xl* -  y 1 -  X^tgy,.
1^ 3*: x2*-yiy2-»-5x oy2.
(yi -  XjXjjXz -  t3*0*f) - X2(A -  Xfli-^x 3 -  t5xjx2 - t ^ x ^  -  t7x3-
<8xiy2 -  <9 ^ 2  -  iio* - q6xox i -  q ? * ^ !^  -  qs*«* 2 -  qio’w »  -  
*l(B + X flft^y j + t2x2y2 + t , ,x 3 + q, + q2x„y2 + q4x0y,)),
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r<5>: z<z -  ‘3*0* l) -  y2(A -  *o(-t4X \  -  ‘5* ?*2 -  <6*1*2 " ‘7*2 * <8*1^ 2 -  
<9*2y2 -  ‘10* -  06*0* î  -  07*0*1*2 -  Og*0* 1 '  O10W 2»  -  
yi(B + *o(‘i*iy2 + ‘2*2y2 + ‘u * î+ o n * o * î+ 02W 2 +  04*oyi»-
It can be seen quite clearly that these relations can be given in 
Pfaffian form as before. The matrix, can be formed by picking the
entries (M ^)y  equal to the entries My reduced mod xq. The reader will by 
now, no doubt, have understood both the mechanics of the calculation and 
be able to guess the solution at the end of each step. We show the rest of 
the calculation only for the sake of completeness.
Step 3 : R<3> -» R<4>
We now extend to
R(4C,D<4>) -  C[*o. x ,. x2, yi. y2. / < 4 1 (4)>.
By consideration of si we see easily that
r<i >: *iy2 - x2 yi.
r(J :  x,z - y f -  ^ x g y ,.
r<4>: x2z - y,y2 -  X5x jy 2,
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To compute Y"  and 5'" consider the lift of s3,
S3 : x,S"' -  y r f"  -  tjX.5* fy2 -  «2**xix2y2 -  <3*-5* ?yi e L 
This is a degree 4 element of I.
Notice that we can write
Y '" - “ l* l + f ”
5'" -  uix jyi +6"'
Then a similar calculation to the previous ones shows us that 
T' - u2y i+ u 3X|X2 - t 3>-5x?
8"' -  u2z + (u3 + tiX3)x,y2 -  t2Xjx2y2 
It is again a simple task to check that these new relations do allow us 
to lift all the syzygies as required . In fact we get
R(4C,D(4)) « Clxo, x j, X2, yj, y2. zl /(x j. I<4)), 
where I ^  is generated by
r<i >: * iy 2 -* 2 y i.
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r<2>: -  y i
/ ? :  *2Z -  yiy2 -  0*2.
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f(4>: yiz -  *2A -  *lB -  tixo* fy2 ->2*0*l*2y2 -  <3*0* fyl -  >4*0* J*2 -  
>5*0*l*2 -  >6*0*1*2 -  >7*0* 2-  >8*0*l*2y2 -  >9*0* ^ 2  -  »10*0*2* -
>n*o*f - Xs*o*" <»2*o*iy2 - q4*o*iyi - q6*o*?*2 - q7*o*i* 2 -
qs*o*2 -  q>0*0*2y2 -  Qll*o*? -  “1*0*1 - “2 * ^ 1  -  “3*0*1*2
+ 13X5*3*1 •
f(5>: *2 -  y2A -  yiB  -  t l*0* 1*2* -  t2*0* 2Z -  >3*0*?* -  >4*0* tY2 -
>5*0*l*2y2 - >6*0*l*2y2 -  >7*0 * ^ 2  * >8*0*iy2 ‘  <9*0*2y2 -  >io*oy2*
-  <11*0* ?yi -  q2*o*2* -  q4*o*i* -  q6*o*?y2 -  q7*j>*i*2y2 -
qs*o*2y2 -  qio*oyl -  qn*o*iyi -  “i*o*iyi -  “2*0*-
(113 +  tiX5)xg*,y2 -  >2X5*0*2y2- 
These relations satisfy
s(i ); X ! ^  -  *2r (2) + y i r 'i1 -  X sxgr'^ - 0,
•<?:y.r<?-y2r<? + »it>-0.
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s<3>: -  yir<4’ -  = <2) + Ar(f  -  tix0x^r<3> -  t2xo*l*2r<3> -
•wV? - «4*0*îr(|) - tW)*!'™ - t6Wl*2r<i) - t7*0*2r<i>" 
t8í Ox iy2r<í > * t9*0*2y2r<l > -  »ÎO ^O ^I* -  q2x ox l r<3> -  <U*ox l r<2> -  
<texox l r<i ) -  q7»ox l*2r<l ) -  q g ^ o ^ í '  -  qiO*oJ'2r(î ) -  U2*or<2) -
“3*0* l^ i ’-  °.
*4>: x2r<5> -  y2f<4) - 4T*? + Br'f1 + tl*Oxiy27<l> -  tjxoxlx2r<3> + 
<2xO*2y2f(l > -  *2*0*2r<3> * *3*8* I»*? +  MlXO*?!*? -  q2*o*27<3> +
-  q4*o* lr<3> +  q i l x0Xl r<i ) +  u l xOx l r<l > -  -
u3x^ x2r<l > * 0,
s<5>: y ir<3) -  " 4 *  - Ar*? -  B r^ ’ + tix0xtz / ‘l> + t2X0x2zr<i > + 
w i ' * ?  + t3x0*i*2r<3) + ^ » O * ! * ^  + ,7*0*2r<3> + l8*0*iy2r<3> + 
<9*0*2y2r(3>+ 1 |W '(3 + t u xOx |r<2) -  q2»or<5) + q2*^zr<l> + 
q6*ox ?r<3) +  q 7 ^ i * 2 r<3) +  q g * ^ * ’ +  q i o * ^ ' ?  +  q n ^ f / J  + 
“ l*0xlr(2) + “3*0* + «1 AsXo*!^? + y2*5*0*2r<3)-  0 .
Step t  : R<J > R<J+1>
As we extend from SC to (S+1)C and work modulo higher powers of 
xo there are fewer monomials of lower degrees. The calculations get 
somewhat easier and so the final ring required shall be written down here. 
We conclude that,
R(7C,D) .  «xo, xj, X2, yj, y i,  zl /(xj. T), 
where 7 is generated by
n : * iy 2- * 2y i.
?2 : * 1* -  y\- *5* ^ 1.
r3 : x2z  -  y ty 2 -  X j x j ^ .
' 4 :  yt*  -  *2A  -  X ,B -  t,xox Jy2 -  t2XoXtx2y2 -  t3Xox f y ,  -  
U*0*l*2 -  <5*0* 1*  ^* t6*0*l*j -  t?XOX2 -  tgxoX|X2y2 
-  tyxpx 2y2 -  t)0xox2z -  tn x o x f  -  X sx jz  -  q2*o*ty2 -  
<l4*2»iyi -  qt5xjxfx2 -  V 0*1*2 -  '  110*0^2  “
" “ 1*3*1 -  “2*3yt -  “3*3*1*2 + «3^5*3*? -  
V*0*1 -  V|xjx2 + “2*-5*0-
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r5 : z2 -  y2A -  yiB -  tix o x ^z  -  t2*0* \ z  ~ *3*0* i* "
<4*0*?y2 -  ‘5*0*?*2Ï 2 - ‘6*0*l*2y2 -  <7*0* \y i  - 
>8*0*iy2 - <9*0*2y 2 - <10*0y2* -  ‘ 11*0* îyi - <12*0*2*
-  q4*ij*i* -  q6*o*îy2 -  q7*o*i*2y2 -  q8*â*2W - 
qio*oy2 - qn*o*îyi - »i*o*iyi - »2*0*-
(»3 - ‘ lX5)xJn,y2 - t2>-5*0*2y2 -  (»1 - XsqO* oy2 - 
(v -  Xjq2)xoyi
These relations satisfy the syzygies below
*1*3 -  *2*2 +  y i* l  +  *5*0*1 -  0 ,
*2' yi'S-»'2 + « l  * 0,
*3: *1*5 -  yi <4 -  ** 2 + Ar ! + tlXoxf r 3 +  12*0*1*2*3 + t3XoxJr2 + 
M*0*Î*1 + t5*0*?*2*l + t6*0*l*2*l + t 7xox |? i +  t8xo*iy2*l + 
19*0* 2y 2 <1 + ‘ |0*0**1 + <12*0*1*3 + <14*0*1*2 +  q6*0*l*l + 
q7*o*i*2*i + q8*o*2*i+qio*oy2*i +  »2*0*2 + »3*o*i*i ■ 0
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*4: X2r5 “ Y2M “  **3  +  B r i -  tiX Q X ^M  +  t i x o x ^ r j  -  l2* ti*2y2T \ 
+  l2*0*I?3 +  13*0*1?3 _ *11*0* IM  + q2*o*2?3 -  02*0^2? 1 + 
q4*o*l?3 -  q i l * o * l? l  -  “ I*S*IM  +  “ 2*S?3 +  U3*S*2?1 ■ o.
y i ? 5 - * '4 - A r 3 - B r 2 - t l * 0 * l z ? l  -  t2*0*2z ' l  - t4 * 0 * l? 3 -  
‘5*0*1*2?3 * l6 * 0 * l* Ì?3  -  *7*0*2?3 -  <8*0*iy2'3 -  t9*0*2y2?3 * 
ll0*0*?3 -  « ll* 0 * l? 2  +  q2*o?5 -  q2*oz? l  -  q6*o*l?3 -  q7 * o * l* 2 ?3 - 
q8*o*2?3 -  q i0*0> 2?3 -  q il* 0 * l? 2  -  u l* 0 * l?2  -  u3*0*l?3 -  
ll^5*0* l?3  -  y2>-5*0*2?3 ■ 0.
At this stage the algorithm terminates and we can write:
R(X, Kx ) ■ Ctxo,xi.x2,yi,y2^] / T .
As with the curve we can fit the structure of this ring into a Pfaffian one. 
At the moment the relations are not quite written in such a way that a skew 
symmetric matrix with appropriate Pfaffians can be found. By adding
multiples of r , ,  r 2 and r 3 to r 4 and r 5 this may be remedied and the 
matrix M, in the statement of the theorem will deliver a generating set for
Ì.
□
1 4 ) .Surfaces of type i n .
Theorem (14.1)
Let X be a surface with pg * 3 and Kx  « 4 such that the canonical 
system has two base points. Then the presentation of the ring R(C, D) 
given in Theorem (9.4) is formative and informative in degree -1. In fact
R(X, Kx ) -  Clx0,x1.X2.yi.y2’z l*z2]/l-
The degrees of the generators are,
deg (Xj, yj ,  zk) - ( 1 .2 ,  3) respectively.
!  is generated by r i,...,r9 as follows:
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y\
2 2 
X2~a 21X0X2~a 23X0
Let A .
x2 * J-« 11V Il~a l3X0
Then ri,...,r6 are given by.
r7, r 8, t9 are given by,
rankA^l
r8 ?9
. APA',
where P -  (Pj() is a symmetric matrix with entries
Z1
*2
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P |1 -  -h - 6ixo*2y i -  8202,11 § x * -83x0x2y2 - 5„x0x1y2 +
8 |ian*gy2-8 i5*gyi - 8,g*gy2 - 813*0^ 1 -  «is* gx, +
824X0*1 +  *25*0*2 -  *22*0*2 +  *28*â' 
p12 -  i( -8 5*oy, -  86Xoy2 + 8j7x g),
P 13 “  -  82*oyi -  84*oy2 + *26* 0>-
p u - i ( - 8 13a ,3 * J  + 823*J),
P 22 -  '* * 1  * 8 ,0x0Xj -  S ^ x
P 23 “  - i 5 l7*0- 
P 24 “  -i*12*0-
P3 3 - - py 2 -8 4“ 2 1 * 0 -8 l»*0'
P 34 * -^*9X0,
p 4 4 - l .
Remark (14.2)
As was remarked in the proof of Theorem (9.4) relations generated 
by rank M £ 1 and MPMT satisfy syzygies given by (M*M)PMT * 
M*(MPMt ). This shows that this presentation is formative. For reference
the relations r lt...,r6 in the statement of the theorem are reproduced below:
V
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* i - * 2 y i - a i i * o * î - “ l3*o*i. 
ï 2 : x l - x ^ - a ^ x o x ^ - a ^ x g x j ,
'3 : y t i l  - x f x 2  +  a 11X()x 1x^ +  a 2,xox fx2 + a l3x ^  +
“ 23*0*1 - “ l l “ 21*0*l*2 -  “ 2l“ l3*0*2 " “ 23“ l 1*0*1 '  
“ 23“ l3*é- 
'4  : *1*2 -  *2*1.
; J : *1*1 - y i* 2 -  «11*0*1*1 - “ 13*0*1.
r 6 : *2*2 '  y2*l “ “ 21*0*2*2 “ “ 23* 0*2-
Proof of (14.1)
Let C € IKxl be given by the vanishing of Xq € H°(X, Kx ) and let 
D= Kxic- In Theorem (9.4) we showed that
r (c ,d > -  O x ^ j . y i ^ ^ i ^ l / i .
where degree xj, yj, Zj = 1, 2, 3, and I is generated by r^,...,^  as follows. 
The relations below are ± those given in (9.4).
Degree 3 rj : x j -  X2yi,
*2 : * |  -  *1Y2.
Degree 4 r3 : yjy2 -  xfx^.
r4 : x iz2 - x2r i.
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Degree 5 r5 : XjZj -  yiZ2,
r6 : *2z2 -  y2*l.
Degrees n  : z* -XyJ -(ix jy j - x jh ,
rg : -zjz2 + Xxfyf + ( i x ^  + X!X2h,
19 : z |-X x fy , - | i y 3 - x |h .
The first 6 relations were written determinantally as follows,
rank M -  rank
y. 4
A
*  1
These give rise to determinantal syzygies as follows, 
: xir3 + yir2 + x ^  •  0, 
h .: ~x2r3 -  X ?r2 - y2r, > 0,
£3 : x(r6 -  x^r4 -  Z|r2 •  0, 
Z4 : x(rs + y,r4 -  z ,r | ■ 0.
I 5 : -x2r5 -  x \ t4 + z2r( ■ 0, 
^6  ; -* 2 r6 +  y2r4 + z2r2 ■ 0 , 
£ 7 : -y ifi -  * Jrj -  Xif3 ■ 0.
Lg : xfr6 + y2r5 + x2r3 " 0,
and it was found that the syzygies involving 17, rg and rg are the following, 
r ,  : X2r7 + xtr8 + i , r 4 -  Xyjr, + n*§y2r2 •  0,
h o  '■ -x 2r8 _ xl r9 + z2r4 -  *-x fy ir i  +  |iy2r2 •  0,
I I I  : xfr, + yirg - -  nx ^y2r3 + X|hr! •  0,
r 12 : _xir8 -  yir9 -  z2r5 -  My f a  + x2hr, ■ 0, 
r 13 : y2f7 + x2r8 + zlf6 + f a  -  *lhr2 -  0,
^14 : -y2z8 -  * 2r9 + z2r6 + ^*?yir3 -  x2hr2 -  0,
E 13 : z2r7 +  z l z8 -  >-y?z3 +  Vtafar6 +  x lh r4 . 0 .
Ï16 : ”z2r8 -  zlr9 -  ^  ?yiz5 + ny2z6 + x2hr4 •  0.
Remember that we wrote down these relations in a format dependent 
only on the matrix M and a symmetric matrix. We shall use this format to 
shorten the extension-deformation calculations.
We now use the extension-deformation theory to extend this ring to 
R(2C, D<2>) then to R(3C.D<3>), R(4C,D<4>) etc. If at each stage we can 
show that the relations lift to ones in the same format for some ly\Py' where 
ly' reduces mod xq to ly, Py' reduces mod xq to Py then the lifted relations 
will automatically satisfy syzygies £ j ',...,£16' such that I j ' reduces mod xq 
to Lj as required. This will shorten some of the checking procedures along
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the way.
Step 0 : Simplifications
First we do some basis changes to simplify the calculations. Suppose
r (x ,k x ) -  cU o.*i.*2 .y i.y2-z i 'z 2l/*-
where I is generated by,
r , : xf -  X2yi -  ajxo, 
r2 : x |  -  xty2 -  a2*0.
'3 = yiy2 -  * 1*2 -  bixo. 
r4 : x,z2 - x2zt- l^xo,
'5 = *i*l - yi*2 -  <=1*0.
'6 : *2*2 - y2*l -c2*0 *
T? : *? -  XyJ -  j u 2y2 -  xfh -  dixo,
Tg : -Z!Z2 + XxJyJ + ( i x ^  + xix2h -  d2xo,
' 9 : A  -  **fyi - Ry2 - *2h - <<3*o-
Here the aj, b|, Ci and dj are polynomials in xq, xj, yj, y2, z \  and Z2 so that 
the ri satisfy syzygies £■ such that ^  reduces mod xq to Zj. By changing 
basis we can assume that
• l  -  “ 11*1 + “ 12y2 + “ 13*0*1 + “ U*jj.
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a2 -  <*21*2 + “ 22 »  + «23*0*2 + “ 24*q.
•>2 * 021*1 + (^ 22*2 + P23W 1 + P24W 2 + 025*0- 
The Cj are degree 4 and so ( with a chosen basis for H°(X,4Kx) ) we can 
write
c i -  Y l.l* ? y i + Yl,2* l* 2y i +  Yl.3*2yi +  Y l,4*iy2 +  Y l.5*l*2y2 +  Yl,6* 2y 2
+  Y l,7 y i +  Y1.8Y1Y2 +  Y l,9y2 +  Y l,10*1*1 +  Y l,11*2*1 +  Y l, 12*2*2 +
Yl,13*0*1*2 +  Y l,14*0*1*2 +  Y l,15*0* iy i +  Y l,16*0* iy 2 +  Y l,17*0*2yi +
Yl,18*0* 2y 2 + Yl,19*0*1 + Yl.20*0*2 + Y U l* o * l + Y1,22*q*1*2 + Yl,23*o*2
+ Yl,24*oYl + Yl ,25*^2 + Yl ,26*0*1 + Yl ,27*0*2 + Yl,28*3- 
and similarly for c2 with Yi.i replaced by Y2,i- Since h°(X,5Kx) -  44 we 
could also write down expressions for the dj depending on 44 parameters 
before we begin the calculations (but we won't).
Step 1 : R -» R<2>
We begin the calculation of R(2C,D^2 )^. Consider 
^ l >: * lr<3> +  y ir®  + *2r<|* e  *0*<2)'
Then
* lb 'i  + y ia '2  +  *2*’i e  L
That is,
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*lb'l + y i»'2 + *24’l -  P lr3 + P2r4 + P3*11T + P4*2rl 
+ P5Xir2 + P6*2r2.
where pi e C.
Comparing coefficients we see at once that:
«12-«22=P2=P3=P5-P6=0 a n d o n —pi, a 2!=-P4,
b 'l -  -011*1*2 -  « 21*2*?- 
These coefficients also satisfy
E ^ * 2 r T  +  *?r?  + y 2 r < ? W 2>.
In the same way Z3 must lift to a syzygy in R(2C,D^):
h  ■ *lc 2 -  *2b 2 -  *1»2 « t
Substituting what we already know from Step 0 about a'2 and b'2 we get
*lc 2 - 021*2*1 * 022*2*2 -  <*21*2*1 6 L 
This leads us to the equations between the coefficients
022- 0, c'2-  (021 + <*2l)*2*2 •
However, looking at
E4 : -* lc'l - y i b 2 + *l*'l e l
we find that
021- O .c 't -  On*!*]. 
So far we have deduced that.
»1 -  <*ll*i.
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»2 -  <*21*2'
b't -  -<*11*1*2 -  <*21 * 1*2.
b '2 -  0,
e'i -  « 11*1*1.
c'2 -  <*21*2*2-
Incidentally, the relations .....r®  are still detetminantal in fotm. In fact
they are given by,
rank
*1 X, * 1 - «21*0*2 Z1
*2 * î - « „ V l  *2 *2
Z 1.
From this we can see that all the determinantal syzygies are lifted by these 
choices of polynomial.
The calculations get much longer when w e consider the 
nondeterminantal syzygies, I 9.... 1 16. In order to lift we need,
x2d 't + x,d'2 +zjb'2 -  X y + nx^y2a '2 € L
We can write
<*'l -  81x11^  + d',
d'2 -  Xan x,yf -  (n<*2| + 8|)x2y^ + d ’2
where
x2d 'j + x jd 2 6 I
Since dj and d2 are degree 5 , this equation is degree 6. Taking a basis of 
H °(5 K X|c )  we can write
d'i -  8i,l* lx2yi + Si,2xl x2)'l + 8i,3x lx2y2 + 8i,4xl x2y2 + 8i,5x iy? +
8i,6x iyty2 + 8i,7x iy i + 8i,8xi x2z i + 8 i.9x2zi + 8 uo*2yi + 8i ,n x2yiy2 +
8i,12x2y2 +  * i,l3 y iz l +  8i,14yiz2 +  8 i,l jy 2 z l +  8 i,16y2z2-
Similarly taking a basis for the degree 6 part of I we find that we 
have to solve,
x 2d ' l  + x ,d 2 -  t ,y ,r3 + + *3x l r4  + <4x l x 2r4  + + >6yir4 +
l7y 2r4 +  t8x f r ( +  l9X , x ^ ,  +  t 10x j x 2r ,  +  t H x | r ,  +  t 12x , y i r ,  
+  *13xiy2rl +  ‘ l4 x 2 y iz l +  >15x 2y 2 r l +  ‘ l6 z l r l +  >17z 2r l +
+ *l9x l x 2r2 +  >20x2r2 +  t21x iy i r2 +  ,22x iy2 r2 + 
l23x 2 y ir2 + l24x2y2r2 +  l25z l r2 +  t26z2r2
It is found that
t| -  0 for i -  1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 16, 18, 19, 20, 23, 26. 
After renumbering we see that
d ', -  Sjxfxjy, + 82xix2yi + 83x?x2y2 + 84xi xiy 2 + 8sxiy? +
86x|y iy2 + 87*^1 + 88x1x2z1 + + 8 | 0x2y | +
8iiX2yiy2 + 6 12y1z1 + 813y1z2 + 814y2z1.
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d'2 -  -S ^ x ^ y , - 82x1y,y2 -  8jx,x  ^ y2 -  84x,y^ -  8 ^ 1  -
56x2yiY2 -  (87 + n a 21)*2y 2 -  S8*2Z1 -  * # 2*1 -  SlO* l x2yi
-  SU x î*2y2 -  8 |2y iz2 -  8 13X1X2Z1 -  8 14y2x2 + * « „ x ,y  1  
Now some restrictions are placed on d'3 using our calculated values for 
a'j,a 2.b'2, d'2 and the syzygy Z10.
ZIO : - x2d'2 -  M j  -  k » Hx fy i + H02lx2y2 e 1
That is ,
8ixi*|yi + 82xix2yiy2 + + 84xi*2y2+ + 86xlyiy2+(87
+ n a 21)x^y§ + 8gx |z ,  + SçXjyjZ, + 8 10x jx |y ,  +  8 ,,x fx^y2 + 8 12x2y ,z 2 +
813x1x2z1 + 8 i4x2y2z2 - ^t tu xix2y j“ xi83 -X a„x  fy, + H«2, x ^  € I 
Writing out the righthand side of this equation in full and comparing 
coefficients gives,
d'2 -  -8,x,x^y, -  82x,y,y2 -  8jx,x ^ y2 -  84x jy | -  S jx ^ f  - 
*6x2yiy2 -  89y2zi -  «îo* î x2yi -  8n x tx2y2 -  8i2yiz2 -
813X1X2*1 + ^ o u x i y i + H“ 2ix2yi,
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d'3 -  -2Xau x2y? + 8,x 1y,y2 + S2x2y,y2 + 83xiy^ + 84x2y^ +
8j x?x2yt + 86x?x2y2 + 89y2z2 + 810x1x2y,
®12X1X2Z1 + S13X2Z1 •
Consequently,
58=614-0 , S7- - 2p a 21
We have shown that the following expressions for / j \ . . . , r ^  are necessary 
to extend the syzygies They have been written in the formative
presentation of the statement of the theorem. This will prove that they also 
extend the syzygies £u ,...,£16.
r y  are given by
rank = rank
x, -y, X2 " a21x0x2 "Z1
-* 2  x? - “ n V t ‘ *2 *2
£ 1,
r ^ ,  r ^  are given by
M<2>P<2>M<2)T 42) &
42 ) ’
where pW is the symmetric matrix with coefficients,
pll * - h -  8i x0x2y, -  S3x0x2y2 -  8l3x0z1 -  8u x0x,y2,
P, 2 -  ifSjXoy, + SjXgyj),
P,3 -  i ( -  SjXoy, -  S ^ j ) ,
P ,4 - 0 .
P22 * * ^ 1  -  *10*0*2>
P23 - 0 .
P24 ”  ■^*12*0’
P33 “  -*J»
P 34 ”  ^ 89x0- 
P4 4 *  1-
These relations satisfy the syzygies Z® .....Z^J following from the format
(see Remark (9.5)). Below are listed Z(? ,  Z(2\  Z(j ), ¿ f ,  Z*,* and 
which we use in step 2.
z ?  : » it®  + y ir®  + x^r(f  -  a 21x0x2r<i) ■ 0,
: -*2t®  -  » ft®  -  y2r®  + a ,  l W ®  " 0 , 
^ : ^ - I ^ . I „ ?  + a 2l W ? . 0 ,
• ~x2r®  -  » it®  + *2'® + “ 11 W i t®  ■ 0,
Zt9> : x2r®  + * l t ?  + Zlt®  -  ty  fr®  + Px^ 2 t®  + S 2 W iy it<2) +
54W iy2r®  + S s W i t^  -  S io w 2 y it(i> -  S u w i ?  - 
612xoyit®  -  8i3*ox2r®  + P«2lW 2y2r®  ■  0,
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4 ?  : -*2'<«) -  + *2**? -  ^ f r i r ®  + W ^ ®  + 8 |*o*iyir®  +
53*0*iy2r<2) -  SsW zyir™  -  86XO*2y2r<l) -  V o y jf* ?  -  8l2*0*2r®
- Xau x0x1yir(t> ■  0.
Hence we have extended R(C,D) to
R(2C,D<2>)-C[xo,x, ,x2,yj ,y2^ i  ^ / ( x j ,  i<2))
where is generated by r ^ , . . . , r ^ .
Step 2 : R<2> -► R(3)
We extend R(2C,D<2)) to R(3C,D^3 )^ in the same way. First we 
extend the determinantal syzygies.
Begin by extending Zj to a syzygy in R(3C,D<3>)
¿ I 1 »If® + y . r ?  + -  <*21*0*2'® e *o!<3>
That is,
x ,b", + y ,a 23»2 + *2a 13*l -  <*U<*2I* i*2 e  I 
is of degree 3. We deduce that
b"j -  - a 13x^ + a 11a 21x1x2-  a 23xj
This expression for b"j also lifts 2^ to 2^2\  To lift Z3 we need 
xjc"2 -  x^b"2 -zjOi23x2 6 ^
Bearing in mind our simplifications at step 0 we set about finding solutions 
for this expression. To begin with let
c"2 ■ c"2 + x^f , b"2 -  b"2 + x tf
where f  is degree 1. Since the possibilities that c"2 contains a term in x |
and that b2" contains a term in x^have been excluded by our previous 
simplifications, f=0.
Thus we need
X,e"2 -  X^b"2 -z 1o 23x2 € I.
Comparing with a general degree 4 element of I gives,
c"2 -  a 23z2 + 72*1*2
b"2-  v2yi
To lift to we need
*2c"i +  *?b"2 -  220,3», e  I.
that is,
*2c"l +  Y2*?yi -  z2«t3*l 6 I- 
It is easy to deduce that,
Y2 - 0
c"i -  «13*1»
A simple check shows that these expressions for a"i,a"2,b"i,b"2,c"i 
and c"2 also lift the remaining determinantal syzygies.
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Now we see if they will lift the nondeterminantal syzygies and calculate 
expressions for d"j,d' 2 and First consider
¿ 9  : *2<*”i + M "2 + zib" 2 -  Xyfa", + n x |y 2a " 2 + 62a 21x ,x |y 1
+ 84a 21x,x^y2 + S9a 21x^z1 -  S1oau xJx2y1 -
* llelll* îx2y2 -  8i3“ l lx l x2xl + |ia 2^x |y2 6 L 
Comparing this with a general degree 5 element of I gives
x rf” , + xid"2 - Xa,jx,yJ + na23x |y 2 + « ^ ix ^ ,  +
84“ 2l* l^y2  + 89«2i *1*i -  S|0«i|X?*2yi -
8lla ll*l*2y2 -  S13«11X1X2Z1 +H«2?x2y2
*lr6 + *2r5 + ‘3xl r4 + «4x2r4 + <5xî rl +  «6xlx2rl +
'7*^1 + *syirl + W l  + ‘l0*lr2 + >1 l x l x2r2 +
>12*^2 + *13yir2 + «14y2r2 
Equating coefficients we get
t l “ t2“ t3“ t5- t 6—t? —t i o - t u - t i 2 —0 .
d"l - 815*îyi + >16*1*171 + 817*2yi + *18xîy2 + 819xlx2y2 +
+  82 iy î  +  822yiy2 +  823x1*1 + 8 24x2z 1
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d"2 -  (S10a „ - S I])x1X2yi -  (8 ja2i + S16)x ^ y, -  S17y,y2 +
(5 i i a u -  S18)x,x2y 2 -  (819 + S4a 2])x |y 2 -
O ia j f  +  ( ia 23 + 82o )y 2 -  S ^ x ^  -  8 j 2x ]y2 +
(8 13a U  '  823>x2z 1 *  (S 9a 21 +  824)X2Z2 +  ^ ° 1 3 y  1 
Now by considering
2 $ :  X2<1"2 + Xid"3 -  x2b"2 + Xxfy,a", -  ny^a"2 -  8 ,a 2,x ,x |y ,
-  «3“ 2 |Xi*iy2 + 8sa i  ix fx tf , + S6a „ x jx 2y2 +
8,2“ l l*,X2zl + * a ,fx jy , « I
and, in the same way as before, comparing coefficients we find that
830—2HOJJ -  (uxj S j« . -S jo j,,
and are left with
d"l - Sisxfyi +Si6z l*2yi + 8 17X^ 1  + 8 i 8xfy2 + 8 ,9X,X2y2 -
(2(1023 + (“ >2?)x^y2 + S2iy? + ^ ^ 2  + 823*lz l -  
8»“ 2I*2z1>
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d"2 = (8 | 0a 1, - 8 15) x 1x2y 1 -  (Sjctj, + S16)x |y , -  817y,y2 +
(8n a 11-8 18)x)x2y2 -  (819 + 84a 21)x ^ y2 + H a23y2 -  
52ix?yi -  S ^ x f y j  +  (813a u  -  823)x2z, + X a13y J,
d"3 = (8,02, -  8 , 0a , , + s,j)x^y, + (S2a 2, + 8,6)y,y2 +
s 17*iy2 + (8502, -  8, , a , ,  + 8,g)x2y2 + (84a 2, + S,9)y§ + 
(-85a , ,  +S2,)x,X2y, + ( -86a , ,  + S22)x,x2y2 +
(823 -  8 ,3a ,,)x 2z2 -  8 ,2a , ,x 2z, -  X(2a13 + a ,  f)x jy ,.
So we have proved that /f*..... r(9* must be of the following form
order for the syzygies 0 to lift:
rank M<3> -
rank
*1 -y t
** xl -0tl lx0xl -0t13x0
X2"a 2 lV 2 'a 23*0
->2
£1.
gives
r<l*: *1 * *2X1 - °I1*0X? - Ol3xgx,.
= * | -  *1X2 -  “ 21 «ox 1 -  o^jxgxz.
r<3) : yiY2 -  *1*2 + “ 11*0*1*2 + “ 21*0*î*2 + “ 13*0*2 + “ 23*0*1 "
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“ l l “ 21 *o*l*2.
r™  : * 1*2 -  *2*1-
f® ; *1*1 -  yt*2 - “ 11*0*1*1 - “ 13* 0*1. 
r'(6) : *2*2 - y2*l - “ 21*0*2*2 '  “ 23* 0*2 . 
and we may write, as
M(3)p(3)M(3)T
43) 43) 
43) 4 3 ) *
Here P<3) is the symmetric matrix given by reducing the coefficients in the
matrix P mod xq (P as in the statement of the theorem).
Since these relations have been presented in the form given in the
statement of the theorem they satisfy syzygies such that
reduces mod Xq to Zj.
So we have demonstrated that
r (3C,d <3>) » O iq.*! ,x2.yi .y2.*i.*2^ <*à.I<3)).
where is generated by r ^ , . . . , r ^ .
Step 4 : R<J > -> R<l+ 1>
We continue algorithm ically extending R(3C,D<3)) to 
R(4C,D^4^),R(4C,D^) to R(5C,D^) etc until we have reached R(7C,D^).
At this point the algorithm ends and we will, in fact have the ideal T 
generated as in the statement of the theorem. The remainder of the 
calculations are similar to the above and the result has been stated in 
Theorem (14.1).
□
15). Surf aces o f type IIIa and m b.
Theorem (15.1)
Let X be a surface with P g = 3 ,  K§=4 and such that the canonical 
linear system contains a fixed (-2)-cycle. Then Lemma (9.1) shows that X 
is a surface of type IIIa or IHb. In each case the presentation of the ring 
R(C, D) given in Theorem (9.4a) is formative and informative in degree 
-1. In fact for X a surface of type m a we have
R(X, Kx ) Clxo.x 1 ,x2,y 1 ,y2^i ^ 2 l / i •
The degrees of the generators are,
deg (xj, yj, Zk) -  (1,2, 3) respectively.
T is generated by r i ,. . .tr9 as follows:
X1 *2 Xl z i
*2 * i - a „ V ‘| - a i 3,‘o V
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Then ? j are given by,
rankA £ 1
F7, r 8, ?9 are given by
where P is a symmetric matrix, (cf. 14.1), and the Py arc,
P11 - h + 5 6*0*2(*l - “ ll*o) + 8l*0*2 + 811*0^ 2 +
V X0X2<*1 '  a U,lo) + 8r*0*2 + S4'*oyi +86"*o(Xi -O ^X q)
+  8 , " x^ 2  +  8 l" '* 0 .
P j2 -  i ( 8 5XoX2 +  8 6 ’x^ x2 +  8 j "xq),
p13 “ ^(84X0*2 - fxo(x, - a ii« o )+ 85'»0*2 + 84"*3).
P |4  “  ^ 8 (4Xq(x, -  O i j Xq) +  89X0 X2 + 8 io ’*o )'
P22 ■ f*0- 
P23 “ i(8j,'xo),
P24 ■ 1(8, j Xq),
P33 -  **1  + M '2  + 8 8 '*o .
P3 4  -  1<81 4 Xo),
P44 -  - 1-
In the above, h, X and |i are a» in Theorem (9.4,) and 8,, 8,'.... f * C.
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The case where X is a surface of type HIb is analogous.
Remark (13.2)
We only present the calculation for surfaces of type IIIa here as this 
calculation illustrates some points of interest. In the previous cases the 
presentations we have considered have been formative and in fact all 
extensions of R(C, D) in degree -1 have had a presentation with the same 
format. That is all the extensions R(nC, D^n )^ are given by an ideal I*")
which is generated by xq and relations given by the same presentation as 
those in R(C, D). In Theorem (15.1) however, as in the example of 
Pinkham, this is not true. The ring R(X, Kx ) has the same presentation as 
R(C, D) but not all the intermediate rings R(nC, D<n>) have. There is an 
obstruction at step 7 forcing exactly the conditions upon the ideal which are 
required to give R(X, Kx ) the formative presentation. The format given in 
Remark (9.5) does survive at every step however.
Proof of (15.1)
Let X be a surface of type IIIa, E be the fixed (-2)-cycle and Kx  ■ 
T + E. In Theorem (9.4a) we calculated the ring R(C,D) for D=Kx |c and 
found that
R(C,D) -  C[x, ,x2,y i ,y2tZ \ ,z2] / l , 
where degree (xit yj, i k) -  (1, 2, 3) and I is generated by
rank M -  rank
*1 *2 *1 Z1 
4  X? *2 *2
giving 
degree 3 rl : X1 -  x&2'
r2* *iy2 -  *2yi.
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degree 4
degree 5
and
degree 6
r3* y \  -  *?yt.
r4* *1*2 -  *2*1.
r5: y2*2 ■ *1*1 • 
r6* yi*2 -  y2*i.
r7: - z \  + XyJ + tty?y2 + x?h,
r8: -*i*2+ ^y?y2+ M \y \  + *i*2h.
r9: - z \  + Xy,y2 + n y | + x§h,
where, X, (1 e C 
and
h -  Xjx* + XjxJxj + Xjxjxj + X4X1X2 + X5y 1 + X^yjyj
+ X7y| + XgxJyj, Xj e C.
These relations satisfy the syzygies £|„..,£16 following 
Et : * ir3 -y 2 r2 + y trt " f t
*•2- *2r3 -  * lr2 + y2rl ■ 0.
^ 3= xir6 - y ,r 4 + z,r2 - 0 ,
E4 : * lr5 -  y2r4 + z l r t *
^5: *2r5 * * lr4 + *2rl - 0 ,  
%  *2r6 -  y2r4 + *2r2 ■ 0. 
7^- y2r6 -  ytr5 + *lr3 ■ °.
Xg: * lr6 -  y2r5 +  z2r3 -  0.
E,: -x2r7 + xjrg -  (Xy, +  ny2)y,r2 -  z,r4,
Sio: -x2r8 + *1'» ■ (Xy, + ny2)y2r2 -  z2r4.
E |, : -x jr7 + y2r8 -  -x ,h r, + (Xy, + Hy2)y,r3 -  z,r3,
Xi2: -* ir8 + y2r9 ■ -*2hri + (Xyi + ny2)y2r3 - 
E13; - y i ' l  + yir8 ■ - xlhr2 -  *lr6.
^14: -y2r8 + yir9 ■  - x2hr2 - *2 t6-
E ,5: -z2r7 + z,rg ■ -x ,hr4 -  (Xy, + Hy2)y,r6,
LI6: -z2r8 + z lr9 * ~x2hr4 - (Xy, + ny2)y2r6- 
Step 0 : Simplifications
We begin our extension at this point after first making some 
simplifying basis changes. We wish to produce a ring
r (x ,k x ) -  ctx0 .x i .x2 .y i.y 2 ^ i-z2 i / t
with I generated by (with a few sign changes in comparison with the curve 
ring):
? t: *? -  x2y2 -  *0*1 •
?2: x,y2 -  x2yi -  *0*2 •
?3: x ,z2 -  x2z, -  Xflb,,
?4: x?yi -  y l  •  xob2 •
?5: xlzl - y2*2 - W l  .
yi*2 -  y2*i -  *<^2.
?7: z \  -  Xy? - ny ,y2 - xjh -  x o d ,,
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f 8; ztz2 - Xyîy2 -  l*y,y| -  X ^jh  -  X()d2 ,
r 9: ^  -  Xy,y2 -  ny2 - x f h - x g d j ,
where deg (aj, bif q , dj) -  (2, 3, 4, 5) such that the r, satisfy syzygies £j
and £j reduces mod xq to Zj.
By changing coordinates we can assume that
a l "  a l l xl + a 12yi w l 3 ¥ l  + a 14x0*
a2 "  a 2 lxl + a 22yi “kx23xOx 1 + a 24xO*
**2 "  &2lz l + i*22z2 + f e W l  + P24W2 + P25*0- 
The calculations are in practice somewhat more manageable if we begin by 
calculating the determinantal relations so that they lift the syzygies Zj,...,Z8 
to any order. In other words we begin by using the algorithm of Section 6 
on the ring
R -  C[xj,x2,yJ,y2»Z i^ l/I,
where Ï = (rj,...,r6). Having lifted rj,...,r6 in this ring the calculation to 
lift them from R is simplified.
Step 1 : R -> R<2>
Taking Zlt we produce expressions for a t , a2 and bj which will lift 
this single syzygy.
£i : xibi - y2»2 + yi»i « i
that is mod xg,
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Pl 1* 1*2 +  P l2* l*2  +  P l3*l*2 +  P l4 * îy i +  P l5* l* 2y i  +  
Pl6*l*2y2 +  P l7* l* i +  Pl8*I*2 -  <*21*^2 '  a 22yiy2 +
a n * îy i + oi2yî
h v l -  * l* fy i +  *2*1*2 -  *2*2*1 +  *3*îy2 -  >3*l*2yi +
*4*t*2y2 -  *4*2yi + «5*1 -  *5*l*2y2 +«6*1*2 -  *6*ly2 
where tf € C. Equating coefficients we get:
a, -  <*n*i + a , jxqx, + 01,4*0.
«2 -  C*2,*i +4*23*0*, +  “ 24*0-
b l “  -< * ll* iy i+ < * 21*2y i + P n '* 0* î  +  P l2'*0* l*2 +  
P l3 ’*0*2 + P u 'W l  + P l5 '*0y2  +  P ll"* 0* l +  
Pl2"*0*2 + P l ”'*0-
Substituting this back into
£l : x ,b , -  y2a2 + y,a, c  Ï 
and continuing the calculation eventually leaves
*1 “  a l l * l  +  <*13*0*1-
*2 ■ <*21*î +  <*23*0*1-
bi = +<*2i*2yi + “ 2 i« o » j-« i3 W i +
“ 23W 2 + a 21a 23*0*l- 
We must check that these formulas satisfy
^2 : x2bi -  x ia2 + y2al e *
It is easy to check that this is the case only if a 21 = 0.
Now using these formulas and the remaining syzygies we
calculate b^Cj and c2.
*3 : *1«2 -  yi<>2 +  Z l *2 6  i
gives
72,1*1*2 +  Y2,2*1*2 +  72,3*1*2 +  Y2,4 * ?y i +  72,5*1*271 +  72,6*1*271 +
72,7*i*ly2 + Y2.8*iy? + 72,9* i y i y 2 + 72,10*1*1 + 72,11*1*2*1 +
72,12*1*2*2 -  P2iyi*l -  p22yi*2 + “ 11* 1*1 6 I.
Setting the above expression equal to a general degree 5 element of I 
and equating coefficients gives 
c2 -  xoC2\
bj -  P23W 1 + 024*072 + 025*0- 
Continuing in this way with £3 and £4 gives us
a l ” “ 11*1+“ 13*0*1 • 
a2 “  “ 23*0*1 •
b, -  - “ nXjyi - a 13xoy, + a 23xoy2 ,
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b 2 - 0 ,
C1 "  "a l lxlzl - ° l 3 V l  •
°2 “  -023*0*1 •
The relations corresponding to these formulas are given by the 
following matrix and rank condition which means we do not need to check 
the remaining determinantal syzygies as they follow automatically from this 
form of the equations.
*2 y\
2 2 2
xl - a ll* 0 * |-a 13x0 y2“ a 23x0 *2
£1,
gives the 6 relations we have thus far calculated though we do not of course 
know yet whether the full generality of these equations will lift the 
remaining (non-determinantal) syzygies for any values of dj,d2 and d3.
In fact the remainder of this calculation goes through as in the 
previous cases except for the existence of an obstruction in the final stage. 
To make this clear we produce a ring in Proposition (1S.2) which extends R
modulo xq but cannot be extended further. This ring exhibits all the 
obstructions occuring in the calculation.
□
Proposition (15.2)
Let R -  R(C, D) be as in Theorem (9.4a). In the notation of the 
extension algorithm, we denote by R ^  any ring which is formed from R at 
step (n-1). The rings given below (dependent on a , 0, y, 6, e) are 
extensions of R
r <6> -  cuo. *2- yp y2- *1. *2i/(>(6). 4>
where I<®> is generated by:
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.....j f§  given by
rank
y2 yt *1
*2 ^ - “V i - K 2 12
and r ^ \  / g \  r®' given by
S 1.
■A (*y? + nyiy2)yi -  x2h 84 y i
«iy2-
r<8> :*i*2 -  ( ty ?+ i*yiy2><y2 -  y»8) -  *t*2h -  5*3y2
e4(x? -  aXgXj),
r(9 : A  * ( ty | + W 2Ky2 -  Y*?)2 -  xjh -fcj(x? -  axo*i)
e*i(x, -  a*o)x2-
The above rings R(6) will extend to some R*7* if and only if 
5 y -  -ep.
Proof
R(6) extends R because it is given in the formative presentation of 
Remark (9.5).
To extend R(6> to a ring R(7) the following syzygies must lift to 
syzygies in R ^ :
E, : - x 2r(f  + x,r(f  -  z ,r(5) + (Xy? + liy1y2)r<j ) + S x jr^
+ exir<?>.
Eio : -*2r<i ) + » i f f  -  *2r<?  + f ty i + py2Xy2 -  7*8)^?
+ 5xir<i>.
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Let r7' -  t^ > + ajjd,, 
r8' -  i f  + x$d2.
r9 = + *^3-
It is easy to see that to lift Xg we must have
E , : -xgitjd, + xjs,d2 -  Syxjx, -ePajja, e agi.
This forces
d, - 0
and
d2 ■ 5y + ep.
To lift Z10 we need
£10 : -*S*2d2 + *8*td3 - Spajja, e agi.
In turn this forces
and
d3 - s p .
These conditions imply that the ring R<6> can only be eatended to 
some Rf7) if
8 y - -e p .
□
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CHAPTER 5:
Geometrical Consequences of Calculations.
16. Deformations of surfaces and their moduli space.
In this section we draw some geometrical conclusions about 
surfaces with pg = 3, K2 = 4 and their moduli space. We determine in some 
cases whether surfaces of one type deform to surfaces of another. We can 
produce explicit families of surfaces {Xt}t6C parametrised by t e C such that 
Vt^O, Xt is of type A but for t-0 , Xt is of type B whenever A and B are 
connected by an arrow in the following diagram:
These are produced using the explicit form of the canonical rings given in 
Chapter 4.
Theorem (16.1)
The above hierarchy holds between surfaces with pg = 3, K2 -  4. 
Proof.
i - * n .
We exhibit an explicit family of surfaces {Xt)tcT, with Xt of type I 
when ti*0, and of type II when t-0 .
II
Let
X, -  Proj C[x0.x1.x2,y1,y2,zl/I, 
where I, is generated by as follows,
r}:x,y2 -* 2 Jrl + t(z -* o f l)>
rJ; x ,z  -  y , ( y , +  X jxJ) +  t(A  -  x  of2).
r3: *2* -  y ^ y  1 + X5*0> -  <(B + Xflf 3),
r4: (y] + XjsJXs - XQf,) -  x 2(A -  x„f2) -  x ,(B + Xgfj),
r5 : <z  -  * < /i&  -  y 2<a  -  *<f2> -  y  i f f +
Here A, B, fj, f2, f3, X5 are as in Theorem (13.1). This is in fact the 
the ideal given by the 4x4 Pfaffians of the matrix (see section 4):
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0 t *2 y t + ty o
-t o y, y2 z
■ *l -y, o - z  + *of i -a + V 2
- X2 * - V i o B + zof 3
■ yr V o 1 N > 1 < K> - B - * 0% 0
When t^O, we can eliminate z from these relations using rj, this gives 
z -  XqÎ, - ( x 1y2 - x 2y ,) / t  
Substituting into all the other relations we get that
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r4 “ (*l, 3 - * 2 r2Vt>
rs -  <yir3 -  y A w
and rj and r j are general degree 4 relations in xo,xl ,x2’y 1^2' Thus o^r 
we have a surface of type I but for t=0 we have the standard ring for a 
surface of type n.
In this case the Pfaffian form of the relations for a surface of type II 
lends itself to a quick and easy way of writing down a deformation, however 
for surfaces of type HI writing down an explicit flat deformation is rather a 
large calculation.
i —► in
In Proposition (10.2) we have exhibited a structured deformation for 
the canonical curves in this case. However for the surfaces such a 
deformation has not yet been found. We therefore refer to iHoll Theorem 
(2.3) to show that a deformation does exist. We hope to find an explicit 
example at a later date.
m - » m r
Let
X, -  « x 0j i 1j i 2,y1,y2^ 1i 2l/I1,
where I, is generated by rj.... rj as follows:
r j.... r<j are given by
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rank Mt
*1
*2
yi + axg + ty2 *2
* 1
£ 1.
Hereg, + a 13x o .a11. a Ij 6  C.
r7» r8’ r9 are 8*ven by
MtP(Mt)T -  
for some symmetric matrix P.
Notice that Xq is precisely a surface of type n ia. For t 4 0 it is easy to 
see that a series of row and column operations with changes of basis will put 
the matrix Mt into the form which gives a surface of type ID (see (10.1)).
A deformation can be found analogous to the one for curves in the 
canonical linear system (see (10.1)). That is, considering the form of the 
rings given in Theorem (15.1), the deformation is given by the parameter X.
□
Number of moduli.
There are several possible ways of calculating the dimension of the 
moduli spaces. In [Hoi] Horikawa computed the dimension of H1(X,0x ). It 
is also possible to count the number of parameters needed for the 
construction of the curves in P 2 forming the branch locus of the double 
cover in cases M, IIIa and HIb(see section 17). Since we have calculated the
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form of the canonical ring for all these surfaces, we can count the number of
parameters on which this construction depends. We aim to show the table
below. In general the calculations do not give a rigorous proof of the 
dimensions of the moduli spaces, but a lower bound. [Ho 11 gives 32 for the 
dimension of the moduli space for surfaces of type I which then serves as an
upper bound for the other types.
Type of surface Number of moduli
I 32
n 31
m 31
raa 30
m b 29
Type I
X -  Proj <Hx0,x1,x2,y1,y2l/<QI,Q2>
where Qj and Q2 are generic degree 4 polynomials. We must count the 
number of parameters on which Q j and Q2 depend and take into account that 
we are only interested in the subvariety of the weighted projective space 
IP(13,2 2) which they define. We do not wish to count surfaces which only 
differ from each other by an automorphism of P ( l3,22).
The total number of degree 4 monomials in xq, Xj , x2, y t , y2 -  30
Number of parameters for Qj -  30
We can divide Qj by any nonzero coefficient and reduce it modulo 
Q2, therefore we need only count 28 parameters. In the same way we count 
28 for Q2.
Let A ■ group of automorphisms of P ( l3,22). Then we can check 
that A acts faithfully on {(Q j, Q2)} and rank A ■ 24.
Therefore the number of moduli * 28 + 28 -  24 = 32.
TypcU
X = Proj CÍXq.Xj .Xj ,y t ,y2^1/1* where I is generated by the 4x4 
Pfaffians of the following matrix:
o o i, i2 q,
0 o q2 q3 c,
-1, -q2 o c2 f ,
-12 -q3 -c2 0 f j
-q, - f ,  -f2 0
where the 1¡ are generic degree 1, q¡ are generic degree 2, ci are generic 
degree 3 and the f¡ are generic degree 4. By exactly analogy to the previous 
calculation we compute the number of variables on which the matrix 
depends and take into account that we are only interested in the subvariety of 
IP(13, 22, 3) which they define. We then consider the number of 
automorphisms of the ambient weighted projective space and whether it acts 
faithfully on the set of ideals.
Number of parameters which entries in matrix depend upon =130 
Taking each relation in turn we are allowed to divide through by a 
nonzero coefficient and reduce modulo the linearly independent relations of 
the same degree. A short calculation shows that this allows us to take off 58. 
Rank of group of automorphisms of P ll3, 22, 31 = 41 
Assuming that the group acts faithfully on our set of ideals, the 
number of moduli = 130 -  58 -  41 ■ 31.
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Type m
By Remark (9.5) we have that
X -  ProjC[x0,x j,X2»y j,y2*z
where I is generated by
and
'll
■13
<«2 C1
C2
SI.
r?: IjAj + qiA2 + q 2A3 + CjA4
r8: *2^1 + ^ 3^2 + ^ 4^3 + c2^4 
which is identically equal (in C[x0,x1,x2,y to
rS : 1^®1 +cll®2 + il2®3 + c l®4 
r9: 12Bj + q3B2 + q4B3 + c2B4
where degree lj = 1, degree qj = 2, degree cJt A4, B4 = 3, degree 
A232»A33 3 ■ 4 degree A j3  \ * 5. All the polynomials can be general 
under the restriction imposed by rg * rg\
Now we count the number of parameters required to construct the 
matrix and A j,...,A4 and then the freedom of choice in forming Bj,...34- 
Number of parameters required for 1 j, q t , q2, Cj -  37,
Number of parameters required for 12, q3, q4, C2 = 37,
Number of parameters required for A j ,...,A4 -  156,
The expression IjB j - f q 1B2 + q 2B 3 + Cj B4 has 193 separate 
monomials. Thus the freedom of choice for Bj ,...,B4 -  193 -  number of 
degree 6 monomials
193-115
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-7 8 .
Therefore we have, so far, 156 + 78 + 37 + 37 * 308 parameters.
A s before, taking each relation in turn we can divide through by a 
nonzero coefficient and then reduce modulo the linearly independent 
relations of the same degree. This means that we can take off
2 + 2 + 8 + 8 + 22 + 22 + 51+51+51 -  217.
Rank of group of automorphisms of P (1 3,22,32) -  60.
Assuming that the group acts faithfully, the total number of 
parameters on which our construction depends is 308 -  217 -  60 * 31 as 
required.
Types m , and m b
These follow in the same way as case HI.
17. The 1-canonical map.
In [Hoi] Horikawa shows that surfaces of type III and IIIa are 
birationally equivalent to double covers of P 2, and he describes the branch 
locus in each case. We show the same result by an explicit calculation of the 
branch locus and do the case IHb in addition (see Introduction).
Theorem (17.1).
Let X be a surface of type III, III, or IIIb. Then X is 
birationally equivalent to a double cover of P 2 with branch curve as follows:
Type III. A degree 12 curve, made up of a degree 10 curve f |0 and 
two lines 1] : (xj -  0), I2 : (x2 -  0). f10 has two triple points (possibly 
infinitely near) on each lj and a quadruple point at
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Type IIIa. A degree 10 curve, having two triple tacnodes (possibly 
infinitely near) and a quadruple point all lying on a line.
Type IIIb. A degree 10 curve, made up of a degree 9 curve f9 and a 
line 1: (x2 * 0). f9 has 3 triple points lying on 1 as in the diagram below.
•)f X l
Proof
In each case the 1 -canonical map gives a double cover of P  2 
and we can recover the branch locus from the canonical ring by completing 
the square. We rewrite the relation r7 as
b  '■ * '2 -  1*6
and eliminate the variables y ¡, y2, z2. By making these eliminations we find 
the generators and relations of the integral closure of CIxq.Xj.Xj I in R(X,
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We consider each case in turn.
T yp e  m.
Refering to Theorem (14.1) we see that we can write
>7 : (z, -  iS 12XoXiyi -  - ^15*1 -  ^ - 16*1*2 -  ^ - 18*1*? -
3813*0*? + ^1 3 “ 11*0*1 -  l 823xOxl)2
“  J 5 12xoy l +  3 8 9 * ^2  +  3*15*1 +  3*16*1*2 +  3*18*1*2 +  3®12 *0*1 +  
38 23<x2|*ox? + 3823*0*? + x , A,' + y , A2' + g 2A3'.
where
81 -* ? -< * , ,xox, -<xI3xg.
82-  *2 - « 21*0*2 -«23*0 
and
Al#-  xl(x lP ll + y iP12 + 82P13 + z lP 14)»
A2' -  yi(x ip i2 + y lp22 + *2P23 + Z1P24)»
A3' - g2(x lp l3 + yiP23 + 82P33 + z lP34) 
after the removal of all monomials involving Zj and z£. Now we use r} and 
r2 to write yj = x1g1/x 2 and y2 « x2g2/x j  respectively. Substituting this 
into the above and clearing the denominator gives
r7’ : x 1x2(*2*1 - g ) 2 -  f)0,
for some degree 10 polynomial fio(xo xi»x2) and somc g derived from the 
expression for r7 above.
By multiplying both sides by XjX2 we produce the required equation, 
17" • (z02 “  f \2
where f 12 = *1*2^10*
Consider the intersection of the curve f 10 with the two lines lj: (xj = 
0) and 12: (x2 = 0). We find that
l , r . f 10-  {[xo,x 1^ 2|e P J lx , -  0 , -  OK
and
*2 °  ^ 10 “  f P 2 1*2 “  0 » “^x l8l “  0 }.
Thus fjQ intersects 1 j and 12 as stated in the theorem.
TVpcin,.
Working as in the previous case we find that we can write
r#': *2<I 2 - * ) 2 -flO ,
which we can write down as
r9" : (z')2 -  f10
where
f 10 -  (»181 - a 23*ox2)2< [^ 1*1 - *“ 23*0*1*2 + P*lgl*2 + 8 g'*0 *f> + 
x2(other terms)
Considering the line 1 : (x2 « 0) we find that it meets f10 -  0 where -XxfgJ 
-  0. This shows that there is a quadruple point at [1:0:0] and triple points at
[1:P:0] and [1:Q:0] where P and Q are the roots of x j -  a |,X | -  a 13 -  0. 
The tangent lines at [1 :P:0) are given by
PKfx,(P -  Q)P - a 23x2) 3 -  0.
Geometrical consequences
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Similarly at [1 :Q:0] the tangent lines are given by
QX(x,(Q-PX3- 023x2) 3 - 0 .
This proves the theorem in this case.
Type nib
Working as in case IIIa we now have X « 0. Thus r9 becomes 
r9" : (z')2 .  x2f9
where
f9 ■ Cxjgj -  a 23xgx2)2( P*i8i + *g^o*2> + M other terms).
Considering the line (x2 = 0) we find that it meets f9 = 0 where px JgJ = 0. 
This shows that there are triple points at [1:0:0], [1 :P:0] and [1:Q:0] where P
and Q are the roots of x j -  a n xj -  a 13 -  0. The tangent lines at [1:P:0] are 
given by
(Px,(P -  Q) -  023X2) 2(pPx ,(P -  Q) + 8 g'Xi) -  0 ,
and at[l:Q:0]by
(Qx ,(Q -  P) -  o 23x2) 2(MQx,(Q -  P) + 8 g'x2) -  0.
This proves the theorem in this case.
□
Another consequence of our calculations is that it is possible to find 
specific curves on the surfaces. Surfaces of type II, for example, can be 
shown to contain an elliptic curve which can be contracted to an elliptic 
Gorenstein singularity of type k -1 , [Rll We show this in the next theorem.
Geometrical consequences
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Hieorem (17.2)
Let X be a surface of type II. Then there is an elliptic curve
E c  X and a numerical quintic X with a single elliptic Gorenstein singularity
P of type k = 1 and a contraction map n : X  —► X such that jc(E) = P.
Proof
Refer to Theorem (13.1) for our description of the canonical 
ring of X. Consider the subvariety of X given by
x1-x2-y,+X5^ - ° .
Then r j , . . .^  are all trivially satisfied by these conditions and r5 gives the 
following equation,
r5 : ^ 5 *o(B +  vx0 + <12*0X2 '  X 5<U*0) +
y2(-A - t ioXqZ -  v]Xq -  q 10x^y2) -  z(-z + u2x g).
This is the equation of a degree 6 curve, E in P(l,2,3). It is easy to 
check that it is nonsingular and hence elliptic. The base point of the
canonical system is given by the equation z2 -  Xy\. Of course, this point 
lies on E and IKXI goes through E only at this single point and is trivial off it. 
This is enough to prove the theorem (see [Rll).
□
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